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TODAY: The National W•ther Service In Paducah
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Lower gas prices
signal more saving
"The Fisher-Price com·
pany is a good example of
By JAM!I ROB!RION
Staff Writer
who will benefit because a
reduction in cost will improve
the profitability in price,"
The rapidly decreasing
Edwards
said.
price of gasoline in Murray
Another company likely to
and surrounding areas Is a
result of a national drop in on benefit from the decrease in
prices which will benefit con- on prices is the P lumley Rub·
sumers while hurting some ber Company In Paris, Tenn.
employees and stock holders According to Harold
Plumley, owner of the comof various companies.
pany, the effects are just now
The price of regular filtering through and can
gasoline was as high as $1.11 begin to be measured. He adper gallon at the beginning of ded that other price reducthis semester, but now can be tions could occur if the curpurchased for as little as 88 rent market price of on stays
cents.
where it is.
Aside from cheaper gas
"We're only seeing a reducprices , other consumer tion in our prices as oil moves
benefits will probably include from $27 a barrel to $20 a bara drop In the cost of rubber, rel," Plumley said. "If $14 a
plastics and petrollum-based barrel (the current market
products, and a drop in price) holds we '11 see another
airline travel costs , accor- redu ction."
ding to Dr. William F . Edwards , chairman of the
8MOASPRIC!I
department of economics and
Page &
finance.

Back .home
Tonight's game decides
first playoff opponent

Beating a handicap
Writer sees
wheelchair
limitations
By DAN HECK!L
Newt Editor

There's a painful ritu al I
go through every morning
after spending long hours
worklng at this newspaper.
I get out of bed and listen to
my knees pop and ache until
I can get Into the shower.
But on Wednesday morning, I welcomed that throbbing sensation like a lost
ch ild, because the day
before 1 had relinquished
the use of my legs to a
wheelchair In order to better understand what 1t is
Uke to be handicapped on
this campus.
During the active part of
the day. from 9 a.m. untll6
p.m., I did not leave my
chair for anything except to
get into a car and to use the
restroom. If you think you
have a pretty good idea
what tt is like for the handicapped on this campus,
8M WHEELCHAIR
Page2

Photo by LONNIE HARP

DOWN TH! ITA!TCH, Newa !dltor Din Heckel rol!a down
theqiMdrMgleMrtlertltleWMkwhlleeapertenctngiHefiOfftl

whellchllr.
By CLAY WALK!A
Sporta Editor

will hoet Tenneuee Tech
Univeraity. In cue of aloee,
the opponent would be
Auati.n Peay.
·
The opening round l&mM
will be played at varioua
litee, with the eemi·tinal and
final roun~ March 7 and 8
in Akron, Ohio.
The Racera are currently
third in the conference,
behind Middle Tenneuee
State and Akron.
The top eeven conference
teama will play in the
tournament with the winner
receivina an automatic
berth in the NCAA
tournament later in March.

T o ni1ht ' a men ' •
buketball 1ame at Auati.n
Peay State Univenity will
d etermine th e Racera'
opponent in their firat round
OVC tournament aame
acheduled for 7:30 Monday
niaht in Racer Arena.
Ticketa are now on aale at
Stewart Stadium and in the
, Currie Center. Bleachel'
eeata for IJtudenta with a
valid l.D. will COlt t3,
accordina to Crail Bohnert,
aporta information director.
General admieaion for the
The Racera lo.t in the fir.t
public will be $6. Chair eeata round of laet year ' •
will be$6.
tournament to defendina
Toni1h t' a aame i n champion, MTSU.
Clarklville, Tenn., will
Only lix time~ in the 14
d etermine the Racers' conference playoff• hu the
opponent.
regular eeaeon champion
If MSU wina, th e Racera won the tournament.

Disabled students set goals
By CATHY DAV!NPOAT
Staff Writer

Mo.. who has been blind
since he was 19 months old."

" I never thought about not
coming back to college; it
In the opinion of two Mur- was always a goal that r was
ray State students who have determined to reach," said
learned to accept and a dapt R ose Willis, a junior
to their physical disabilities, rehabiUtation m ajor from
being handicapped m eans Columbia, Ky., who is parrealizing your weaknesses t1ally paralyzed as the result
without letting them deter of an automobile accident.
yo u f r o m set tin g a nd
Wa tkins said tha t since he
reaching goals; it means livbecame blind at such an earing a virtually "normal" ly age and can' t rem ember
though different - life.
"I don't consider myself being a ny dltterent. he
as being any different from never had to ·go through a
anyone else except in the process of learning to accept
way that I sometimes do or cope with his handicap.
things,' ' said John Watkins,
His life has basically
a sophomore criminal followed the same pattern
justice major from Dexter, as a sighted person's,

NEXT WEEK : A THURSDAY EDITION OF THE NEWS

Watkins said. He went to
public schools in Dexter,
where he was taught to r ead
long and shorthand Braille
during k.lndergarten and his '
flrat two years of elem entary school.
Watkins, a m ember of the
Sigm a P i fraternity, said he
has always felt accepted by
friends and peers. However ,
he was not involved in many
activities - not until Charlie
came alon g.
C h a r lle ls Watkins '
seein g -eye dog, his in·
· separable companion for the '
past two and a half years.
... HANDICAPS
Page3
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Four students will skip the
sandy beaches of Florida this
spring break and head to
Washington, D.C., to attend
the 17th Annual Student Symposium with speakers such as
President Ronald Reagan
and Attorney General Edwin
Meese III.
Michele Simmons ,
Hopkinsville; Drew BUhler,
Clarksville, Tenn.; Jill Con·
sterdlne, Memphis, Tenn.;
and Paula Hedges,
Owensboro , were chosen
from 15 applicants. The decision was baaed upon overall
grade point average and
University involvement .
Students also had to have at
least a junior standing.
According to Dr. Gene Garfield . associate professor of
political science, this is the
first year that Murray State
has been asked to send
students to participate.
" Each selected school is ask·
ed to nominate a certain
number of students based
upon overall enrollment. We
were allowed four students,"
he said.

Garfield and Dr. Farouk
Umar, professor of political
science. will accompany the
group as observers. " I feel
that this is a great honor for
not only the students, but the
school as well," Garfield
said.
The symposium, sponsored
by the Center for the Study of
the Presidency, will have the
theme of •'Congress, the
Presidency and National
Security Policy.' • Other
keynote speakers will include
defense committee leaders
from the House of Represen·
tattves ana the Senate. Topics
of discussion will include
arms control. media in
foreign policy and terrorism.
Besides politicians, David
R . Gergan of U.S. News and
World Report and Ann Compton, ABC's congressional
correspondent, wlll conduct a
panel on "Media and National
Security Policy."
Simmons, a journalism major, said she is excited about
the trip. "Besides seeing the
president, I'm looking forward to hearing what the
journalists have to say. I
think it's a great opportunity
and an honor to represent the
school,' • said Simmons.

The poorly-hidden stares, the
consoling smiles , the
assistance that was given to
me from total strangers were
all SO new to me. It wasn't Un·
W many hours later that I
began appreciating the way
people change when in contact with a handicapped
person.
A good example was my
first class of the day. I got on
the elevator in WUson Hall
and immediately everyone
cleared a path for me. I rolled
into my classroom and said
hello to a few people, then as
casually as possible, backed
down an aisle and opened my
notebook.
Everyone went on about
their business. tenuously acting as 1f nothing was dif.
ferent about me, unW someone asked if I was doing
this for a story. The sighs of
relief that filled the room
could have fllled the sails of a
good-sized saUboat.
I don' t fault these ~ople,
because l have always acted
this way too. Whlle there may
be some who do not act dif.
ferently around the handicapped, I would say at least 85
percent of the people on this

' campus do, whether they
know 1t or not.
The signals people send are
obvious. An average student
walking toward me would
make eye contact, try to
make himself believe he
noticed nothing different
about me, then chicken out at
the last minute and smile or
say hello.
Murray is one of the
friendliest communities I
have ever been in, but I never
get as many friendly
acknowledgements a.a I did
when I was in a wheelchair. I
don't think it 1s wrong to be
nice to people, but I don't
think anyone should feel guilty Jt they are not more friend·
ly to a handicapped person.
I always felt that referring
to handicapped people as
" special" was demeaning,
because as my favorite writer
Frank Deford once said,
•'Calllng someone special
because they are sick or handicapped robs them of the
chance to become special on
their own." But after my experience on Tuesday, I agree
that a handicapped person
who strives to live a normal
life is special.
Very special.

By BETH IUCHMAN
Staff Writer

Photo by CHRIS EVANS

ITUDI!NTI AND FACULTY who will •ttend the 17th Annuel 11\.NMnt lympoelum In WMhlnQton,
D.C. .,. from left. Drew Buhler, Clatbwllle, T•n., Michele llmrnone, Hopldnawtlle, P.ulll Heclgee,
Oweftlboro, Dr. Gene O.rtletd, Jill Coneterdlne, Mernph... T•n., Md Dr. fl•rouk UIMI'.

Fast Track's popularity ~'!!~.f:fl_~ir
will keep It open In fall yo~u·:::;b::~~;:~g~::~·
By BETH IUCHMAN
Staff Writer

The Fast Track Dell has
been a great success and will
continue to serve students in
the tall, according to Joe
Oyer, director of Food
Services.
The Fast Track opened ~t
the beg i nning of last
semester, as an addition to
the dell at Hart Hall.
" Students have shown a
positive reaction to the Fast
Track," Oyer said. "We are
adding new things and hope to
be offe rtn'g daily meal
specials soon. Hart Hall Deli
couldn't handle the traffic so
another alternative was
necessary.''
Oyer said there has been a
sllght decrease in the number
ot students using the Hart
Hall Deli, mainly because the
Fast Track 1s conveniently
located on the Hester Hall
side of Winslow Cafeteria.

Where'd I P•rtl

"We do a lot of drive-up
business, " Dyer said,
alluding to students who park
their cars and make a quick
trip inside the Fast Track. It
1s convenient for students
who live ln the residence halls
not surrounding the cafeteria,
such as Regents, Woods and
White and for those who live
off-campus, he said.
" Sometimes I just don't
have time to go to the
cafeteria. It's a lot easier to
grab something before class
and eat when I get back,"
sald Rhonda Young .
Leitchfield.
" When I don't like what is
being served in the cafeteria,
it's a rellef to be able to go to
the Fast Track and get
something that I might like
better," said Karin Cordle,
HopkinsvUle.
"Since I dorl't have a meal
ticket, it's convlenent to be
able to get sodas or a sandwich without leaving campus , " said Sandra
Brownfield, Scottsvllle.

that I know what lt'slike to be
handicapped after one day.
Although I swore that I would
be in my wheelchair for the
duration, I doubt if I would
have had the guts to if a fire
had broken out or a car was
about to hit me. After all, I
knew l could walk if I wanted
to, and I'm sure for those who
are confined to wheelchairs,
mental preparation is as important as physical, if not
more so.
There are things that need
to be changed on this campus
for the handicapped, and
changed fast. The elevator In
the Curris Center is not big
enough to accomodate a
wheelchair, for example .
Bathrooms on some floors of
many bulldings are not accessible, while the Carr
Health Building Is not accessible for anything more
than a view of the bulletin
board showing what in tramural events are coming
up.
Yet the truly incredible
thing .I noticed was the attitude of people toward me.

By CLAY GILLIAM
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" I got Charlie the summer
before my senior year in high
school,'' Watkins said. " Untll
then I stayed at home, more
or less. Charlie gave me a
much greater independence
and sense of security in being
with sighted people."
Watkins said he attended a
28-week program at Pilot
Dogs in Columbus, Ohio when
he first received Charlie. " It
was more or less a time for us
to get to know each other and
for me to learn how to give
commands. " he said .
Since their first meeting,
Watkins said he has had only
insignificant problems with
his friendly dog.
" (Charlie ) Ukes to chase
cats ," Watkins said
laughingly.
Watkins had plenty of enc ouragement from his
parents to attend college.
" Probably the reason I got
where I am today Is my
parents' pushing me to be llke
others," he said.
After Charlie and he learned their way around campus,
Watkins experienced few problems at MStJ that are a
result of his handicap. All of
hls textbooks have been
recorded on cassette tapes,
and he records classroom lee-

tures as well. Also, Charlie is
allowed wherever Watkins
goes.
Overall, he has found the
people at MSU to be very
friendly and helpful when
needed.
Unlike Watkins, Willis had
to learn to adapt to drastic
changes in her life when she
was faced with her handicap
as a result of the accident on
Sept. 13, 1982, right after she
entered her first semester at
We s tern Kentucky
University.
Willis was in a coma for a
month and a half following
the accident and had to
undergo brain surgery. She is
paralyzed on her left side.
Willis said there is a twomonth period that doesn't exist In her memory, including
the day of the accident.
However. she definitely
remembers the various emotional phas es she went
through before tully accepting her handicap, including
periods of denial, anger and
depression.
•'There was a time that I
told people I wasn't handicapped, just injured and would be
back to the 'Old Rose' again,"
Willis said. " It was a year
and a half before I realized
that I'd never again be the

'Old Rose' and two years
before I fully accepted the
'New Rose.'"
WHlis was in rehabllltation,
physical restoration and
speech therapy for over a.
year immediately following
the accident. She was confined to a wheelchair for seven
months before she learned to
walk with a cane.
"There were times (during
rehabllltatlon ) that it was so
painful that I was lazy and
just sat around in the
wheelchair," she said.
"At times, I even considered committing suicide
as the ' easy way out,' but now
I 'm glad I didn't . If 1 had to
rellve the accident, I would go
through it again ," she said .
Leamlng how to maneuver
her wheelchair took some
practice, Wlllis said. "I still
bang around in wheelchairs
some," she aald.
Wlllis said that transferring
in and out of her wheelchair
was a problem that required
the help of her parents for
about the first five weeks.
Dressing herself with one
hand was another major problem that she had to overcome, she said.
The consequence that was
most difficult for her to accept was that she could no

New waiver counties added
The decision by the Board
of Regents to add nine new
waiver counties in Tennessee
and Indiana will take effect in
August 1986.
The new counties in Tennessee are Dyer, Gibson, Carroll, Benton. Humphrey and
Houston, raising the number
of Tennessee waiver counties
to 12. Indiana's total Is now
five , wtth the addition of Warrick, Spencer and Perry
counties.
The waiver county program is set up so that
students who live In neighboring states. 1n counties near
Kentucky. may attend Murray State while paying in-

state tuition, housing and
meal ticket fees.
Students who take advantage of the program are required to live in University
housing, purchase a University meal ticket and maintain a
grade point average of at
least a 2.0. Graduate students
must maintain an average of

-.~

-..

someone is always there to
help me," she sa.ld.
Willis also said she is
sometimes embarrassed to
ask for help, but she ap.
preciates assistance when
she needs it.
"There have been times
that people offer to do
something for me that I can
do for myself and I'm really
quick to let them know that 1
can do it alone," she said.
"But I'm glad to have help
when 1 need it. ''
Wtllis too has found that the
people at MSU are very
friendly and helpful.
"Most people make me feel
real comfortable," Willis
said. " I think that anytime I
feel uncomfortable It is mostly because of myself."
But Willis isn't letting her
handicap keep her from
leading a happy and successful life . ln fact, she
spends 30 minutes a day exercising by walking around the
track in the Carr Health
Building.
" I'm getting in shape,"
Wlllis said with a proud
smile.

for ....

RCA I*"
COLLEGE IIEP WAN'nD to
diltribute "Student Rate" eublcription
c.-dl at thil carnpua. Good income. For
lnlormltlbn and appliutlon write to:
COU£GIA"re MARKETING
S£RVICES; 251 Glenwood Or.,
Mocntvlle, NC 28115.

- complete 1y.tem • dualcauette
• automatic turntable
1 year old
Call782....798

INTRODUCING

3.0 .

" The decision to add the extra counties was made to
reinforce the concept of Murray State being a regional
university. We are fortunate
to have the additional counties, •' said Carmen Garland.
school relatlons coordinator.

_........ ...... ··-·-.... \~

·- -·......-

"We have always benefited
from the quality of students
from added counties. Now we
can benefit from quantity as
well as quality.'', Garland
said.

longer participate in some of
the activities she had enjoyed
before the accident, Willis
said.
"I was active in high school
- a cheerleader and in the
'in' crowd," she said. "Giving
up the physical activities was
the hardest for me to do. My
little sister ts a cheerleader
now, and it still hurts
sometimes to watch her.
"Not being able to keep up
with my friends , who began to
treat me differently - more
'motherly' - after the a ccident was difficult for me,
also," Willis added.
Willis initially entered
WKU as a marketing ma jor,
but her experience following
the accident convinced her to
become a rehabllitatlon major, so she entered Murray's
program.
The main reason she came
to MSU, she said, is that it is
supposedly one of the most
handicapped-accessible campuses in the region.
Willis said the only problems she has experienced
getting around on campus are
with the heavy doors in Wells
Hall and the too-narrow
elevator door in the Curris
Center.
"It ' s hard getting in
Winslow (Cafeteria) , too,,but

.• GMS 1CXJ ;.c!lEAIM fDGl:

COME IN TO SEE THE AMIGA IN .ACTION

i
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Thorobred Computer
& Software Systems

• _..
~......, 314 Main

Murray

Ad About Our Afford4blt AMlGA Finonci"6!

7M·77SS

Some of the good things going
on at Jerry's . . • Charbroiled Beef,
Chicken, Shrimp and Halibut • .•
all with great grilled taste. Jerry's
Charbroiling seals in the full,
delicious flavors. Come on In and
give our good things a try!

JeJllllf5
RESTAURANTS

South 12th Street, Murray
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Dry fraternity rush
Worth an honest try
Like anything new, the propoaal
now facing the Interfraternity
Council concer ni ng the
implementation of a dry ruah
syatem in the fall bas met with
resistance and red tape.
People are worried for different
reasone, but mostly the fact that
the system might change ia what is
upsetting. We hope that fraternity
leaders will see fit to try the new
progr a m and will commit
t h e ms e l ve s to s er i ou sl y
considering a dry rush as a
permanent fixture. We believe this
for a number of reasons.
Firat, since many students goin1
through rush are below th e legal
drinking age in Kentucky (21),
implementing a ruah program
without a lcohol would cut down
the poesibility of lawsuits.
Second, since alcohol sales are
prohibited in Calloway County, it

seems only logical that the
fraternities try to play by the rules.
It probably wouldn't hurt to try a
dry rush to see if, in fact, it does
draw " better " prospective
members and make the fraternity
image a bit cleaner.

lbe

M~ State

News

2609 University Station
111 Wilson Hall
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-762-4468
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Editor In Chief

Orville Herndon
Business Manager

Michele Simmon•
Viewpoint Editor

Ann Landini
Adviser

Sororities h ere and fraternities
elsewhere have become accuatom
to recruiting new membera without
the lure of alcohol. While we don't
believe alcohol is the fraternities'
main drawing card, one can't help
but wonder why eome fratemitiea
are opposed to the new procedure.
Trying the new system wouldn't
hurt, at leaat on a trial baaia. Each
fraternity ahould do its best to
comply and then evaluate the
results. It might mean a bit more
work for fraternity leaden and
plannera, but at the eame time, we
believe the proposal is worth a shot ·
(try).

FEEDBACR
~voice

of the residents'

To the Editor:
I read the comments concerning
residence halls in The Murray State
News (Feb. 21 ) with a great deal of
amusement. I certainly agree that
some of the programs sponsored by
resident advisors are done merely in
order to meet their job requirements ;
however. many of the programs are
well planned, interesting, construe·
tive and do alleviate some of the ever·
present apathy found on campus.
Furthermore , I believe the
Residence Hall Association Is beginn·
lng to assume the role of the " voice of
the residents' ' and cease being a
sleeping giant.
If you look at the spring calendar of
RHA, 1 believe you will s~e the excitement that is beginning to permeate
the' organization. ThJs week's "A
Winter In Hawaii" is only the beginn·
ing of what we have in store for the
residents.
In March, look for our Fifth Annual
Talent Show during our Spring Ex-

travaga.nza. Week; RHA will also be
sponsoring a Suitcase Dance du ring
the week; the grand prize will be a
trip to the caribbean.
We are presently preparing a pro·
posal to rezone the parkint areas
around the north 1·csidence parking •
complex. This proposal wlll give the
residents more yellow.sticker park·
ing space.
On April 1, RHA will be sponsor1ng
a forum with President Kala ~r.
Stroup and each of the vice presidents
of the university. In the fal l, I hope to
see RHA presenting a proposal to the
Board of Regents that wlll give us
visitation from noon untll 10 p .m. dur·
ing the week.
I would like to invite Lonnie Harp to
attend an RHA meeting so he can see
for himself what is happening. I don' t
think he will be dtsapponted.
Jeff Brown

President
Rosidence Hall Association

Snow removal
To the Editor:
This letter is in protest of the article
about the snow removal operation in
the Viewpoint section the The Murray
State News (Feb. 14). The article
completely misinformed the readers
as to the actuality of what went on on
Feb. 10 and 11.

water refreezes as the salt becomes
dlluted by greater amounts of water,
thus creating a glaze of lee beneath
the snow which is treacherous to say
the least. It should also be noted thay
salt is ineffecUve at temperatures
below 20 degrees fahrenheit .
I cannot understand the com ment
about steps and heavily traveled
walkways not being cleared. Those
areas were cleaned and made
passable early in the morning, long
before the writer of the article was
awake.

To start, the mall was not cleared
by the sun as stated. This could not be
any further from the truth. Groundsmen equipped with shovels hammered away at the ice and had it
removed by Tuesday afternoon. The
sun aided the process, as did the use
This article also overlooks the
of lee pellets (calcium chloride ), but human side of snow removal as well.
lt was the hard work of the grounds These are a group of hard working.
crew which resulted in the cleaning of dedicated physical plant employees
the mall.
who clean the walkways so that
The comment about dropping salt students may make it to class with as
before the snow starts to fall reflects little inconvenience as possible.
even greater stupidity on the part ot
Wayne Harper
the writer. Salting ahead of the snow
Associate Director
would actually create a greater
grounds maintenance
hazard as the solution of salt and

No conflict
technology. a college that has opened and my own. It has been a pleasure
To the Editor :
'up
several new professional fields for getting to know the professors in safeProfessor Joe Baust's letter last
ty engineering and health and watFriday was absolutely right. There Is our students.
ching
them at their important work of
no conflict whatsoever between the
Professional training has always
gol
liberal arts and the idea of the in- been one of Murray State's most im- teaching their students, who
out
to
Industries
to
save
lives,
prevent
dustry and technology college having portant functions: the faculty in proanew building. They have proven that fessional fields ought to have the tools injuries and protect the environment.
they need the building and If the state they need to do the job right.
Besides this. they hold many
can afford it, they ought to have lt.
I do have one small regret. The pro· workshops and continuing education
I don't know anybody teaching in tessors in the safety engineering and experiences tor emergency medical
the liberal arts field who opposes this health department, which is part of technicians. I suppose the safety
idea. On the contrary, those I've that college, presently have otflces engineering and health department
heard speak on the matter support ll and classrooms in Faculty Hall. along will move to the new bulldlng when it
new _ building for industry and with many of the liberal artS subjects · is completed. Many of us in Faculty

Hall will miss them when they do.
Hughie Lawson
Associate Professor
history department
- -- - -- - - -- - -- Editor'• note: In re•ponae to Drs.
Law•on and &ust, our point wcu not
that the University doe• not need a
M W indrutry and technolog y buildif16.
We believe that in the Governor'• zeal
to promote a nd link econom ic
development and education, • he
•hould not overlook the fundamento.ll
of education, liu the libercl arll.

On the beat
Racer Patrol is vital to campus
By ANGIE WATSON
Staff Writer

According to Webster's
Dictionary, the word patrol
denotes a routine of regular
observation, but this does not
always apply to the Racer
Patrol, as Charles Proffitt, a
member of the Racer Patrol
discovered.
WhUe the Racer Patrol requires a great deal of routine
building checks, this was not
the case in the summer of
1985. For example, at this
time, they searched for a
flasher and called in the
public safety officers once
they spotted him, said Pro·
ffitt, a senior from Glasgow.
Racer Patrol was onglnally
formed in the 1970s to provide
an escort service to students,
but they have since gained
other duties, said Joe Green,
director of public safety.
They patrol the residence
halls and parking lots on foot
and check the interior and exterior of buildings, Green
said. He said they also assist
in traffic control at concerts
and athletic events and write
tickets for parking vlolatlons
during the day.
' 'They are a vital appendage of this department and I
don't know how we could
operate without them , "
Green said.
Because Racer Patrol is active ln ·campus security,
students often confuse them
with the Murray State of.
fleers, said Sgt. David

should focus on the Stewart
Stadium parking lot. De Voss
said that two thefts were
reported last week involving
cars parked at the stadium:
Last semester , a female
student was grabbed whlle
she was ln the stadium park·
ing lot, Green said. Considering this and other factors.
Gr een wrote a p r oposal
several months ago suggesting the use of closedcircuit television in the
survelllance of the stadium
parking lot and the Springer
Hall area facing the stadium .
The proposal was forward·
ed to Dave Kratzer, who was
acting vice president for student developmen t du ring
Frank Julian's absence, the
General Services Office and
Willis Davis, student government association president,
but Green said he has heard
little about it since then.
"Stewart Stadium's park·
ing lot is a sore spot that we
try to give as much time as
we can to, but we've got outlyIng areas on campus such as
the Expo Cen ter and the
The right to stop someone (University) farm that are on
committing a felony belongs our perimeter to patrol also,''
to every citizen, not just the Green said.
A larger staff is needed , but
Racer Patrol, Green said.
Green pointed to budget
An average night for Racer restraints as a main obstacle.
Patro l m ean s one m an Along with a larger staff, he
patrols the north end of the said in the future he would
campus near the residence llke for the Racer Patrol to
halls and two men patrol the become a 24-hour service.
south end, said Proffitt, a
Racer Patrol "foot beat"
member of the Racer Patrol hours are from 8 p.m. to 2
since May.
a.m. in the fall and 7 p.m. to 1
Of the areas presently a .m. Jn the spring. The Racer
patrolled, Green and De Voss Patrol escort service phone
believe
more atte ntion number is 762-2701.

DeVoss, a Murray State of·
ficer . He said that Racer
Patrolmen are not asked to
perform pollee duties.
The powers of an officer
and t h ose o f a Racer
Patrolman var y greatly,
Green sald.
"Those member s on the
Racer Patrol division have no
pollee authority whatsoever
- no more than any other
student.' '
A Racer Patrolman does
have the authority to ask for
identification, he said, though
they do not have the authority
to detain someone unless they
are aware that a felony has
occurred, Green said. Otherwise, they must ask for of.
ficer assistance.

'They are a
vital appendage
of this
department'
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CHEVRON
HAVE A GREAT
SPRING BREAKI
s. 12th & Story Avenue
Murray

Chevron

Hours
6a.m.-10p.m.

753-1615
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OWNER-OPERATOR MONK ITALLONS

BIG, TALL AND
SHORT MEN
Suits

::~~

$89.95
Sport Coats
eA
JI.IIIAnl
~9
Corduroy Sport ,C oats

$49
Leather Coata sa-5t
Uptwelpt Ja.cketa
38· 51 X -Tall

$27.50

· Blf a Tall Mea'•
Drees 8bl.rtl

CLARK CLOTHING
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CELEBRITY PROFILE

Shortcuts on Campus
Glenn lhnfold, ... 31, of lllftaJ. IIUIT8J ltate
UnlvenltJ M.tleltng Prof111or.

Budget Prices for MSU Students
Cuts $5
" Specials" l-lair
Perms $25

" I hate jogging, but I like to stay In shape. Working out
at Unique Body Fltneaa Center hu Improved my
cardlovaacular system while toning unused muscles.
Even a profesaor takes training seriously. Thanks guyal"
(Glenn Mangold)

Wolff Tanning Special for
Spring Break $13.99 for 150 min.

Located oo 1417 Olive Ext. Next to
Club Nautilus. Foo appOntments call:

753-1701
Owner

'Margie Garland

Glenn Mangold

Houl"l:

c

K . FALCON ENTERPRISES
ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE

Mon.-Sun. 8 a.m.-9 p .m.

Firat visit-free
dally vlslt-$2.50
$15 per month or
$50 per semester

Separate dreulng rooms and
showers

ONLY $50 PER SEMESTER
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W.A.T.C.H. program
benefits handicapped
By JOHN MARK ROBERTS
Staff Writer

Every Tuesday and Thursto 1 : 30 p .m ., a
group of handicapped people
from W.A.T.C.H do more
than just watch - they exercise in the Carr Health
Building.
W.A.T.C.H. stands for the
Work Activity Training
Center for the Handicapped
in Murray. The program
works with moderately to
severely handicapped people.
The department of special
education, under the leadership of project coordinator
Jack Farley , works wlth
these students in the SED 110
class as part of a weekly
practlcum.
"This helps special education students get traln1ng in
dealing with the handicap·
ped," Farley said. The class
is designed to help the han·
dicapped with r e creation
skills, 5uch a s basketball and
other games, he added.
·'There are two reasons for
this class : to provide services
to the W.A.T.C.H. clients and
to give beginning students in
special education an opportunJty to interact with people
in handicapped conditions,"
said John Hoover, an assistant professor in special
education.
Jamie Ahrens, a student intern who has been working at
W.A.T .C.H. since August, enjoy s working with the
students In the program.
"They' re a fun group to work
with," she said.
day from 1.2 : 30

•·It is very beneficial to me
because I get experience
working with this population,
and I think it Is good for them
to get out and exercise,'' said
Judy Richardson. who is taking SED 110.
Raylene Gagel, supervising
instructor for the program,
said that the W.A.T.C.H. program has served Ute Murray
area since 1978, but noted that
the interest first developed 1n
the 1950s, when a group of
parents saw the need for a
program for their children.
In 1958, parents of mentally
and/nr physically handicap.
ped children organized the
Calloway County Association
for Retarded Citizens ..
Gagel said the goal of
W.A.T.C.H. is helping each
client to lead the most normal
lifestyle possible.
The program provides self
help and personal care, home
living, educational activities,
vocational skills and social
skills. Clients are transported
to the special education
building twice weekly for
speech therapy. Community
skills and leisure time, along
wlth mobiltty , also are
emphasized.
"I just like to work wlth the
kids and help the less fortunate. It's just a real good
feeling knowing that you are
helping ;;omeone," said Amy
Simmons, a student in the
SED class.
" The W.A.T.C.H clients
benefit greatly from Murray
State practtum students and
look forward to going each
week. They enjoy the interaction as well as making new
friends, " Gagel said.
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Domino's Pizza Delivers'N
the tasllest. most nutritious
"course" on your busy
schedule. We make great
custom-made pizza and
deliver- steamy hot - rn
less than 30 minutes. or
we'll take S3.00 OFF the
price of your pizza!

8 er1tlllfl MIIITfly Alee:

753-9844

810 Chestnut

Houn:
11AM·1:30AM Mon.·Thurs.
11AM·2AM Frl·Sun.

So take a break from
studying and have a tasty
treat. One call does it all'" I

DOMINO'S

PIZZA

DELIVERS®
FREE.
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$.vidunlity is -a
of
life today. Everyurw is
d emanding somrthing
unique. something to set
th e m apart from the
trowd . Anc.l Pulsar has that
certain watch to let yuu make a
" fas h ion s tatement". Whether
vvu wuntthn look oftumorrow or the look of yester·yt>ar. you can be
a~sumrl ol gr<•at styling urul valu1: from Pulsar. Stop in today to Mlfl a
wide r;~ngc nf rnoclt•ls-onc th<•t hos bt'f!n designed C".~pt·dally for
vour wav of living.

F arche• Jewelry
113 S. 4th St. 753·2835
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Order a delicious pizza 1
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'Lemon bill' would reimburse
consumers with faulty cars
Over the past several
years, the number one consumer complaint in not only
the state of Kentucky, but
across the nation, has come
from consumers who are not
$8.tlsfied with the purchase of
their new automobile.
Since 1981, 40 states have
enacted what is being referred to as a n~w car "lemon"
bill. The Consumer Protection Divtson of Attorney
General David L. Armstrong
and the Governor's Coneumer's Advisory Councll
have proposed and drafted a
new car "lemon" law to protect Kentucky consumers.
The proposed new car
"lemon" law provides that if
the manufacturer of a new
automobile is unable to repair
a defect which substantialiy
impairs the vehicle's use,
value, or safety after a
reasonable number of attempts, the manufacturer
must replace the vehicle or
refund the full purchase price
and any collateral fees to the
consumer, less a mileage
allowance for the consumer's
use of the automobile.
The bill specifies that it a
reasonable number of attempts have been undertaken
by the manufacturer to repair
such defects, within the first
12,000 miles of operation or
during the period of 12 months following the date of
orlginal delivery of the new
automobile, whichever occurs earlier:

• The same defect has been
subject to repair four or more
times by the manufacturer or
a franchise dealer of the
manufacturer, but such
defects continue to exist; or
The vehicle is out of servtcefuse.by reuon of repair of
the same detect tor a total of
at least so calendar days.
The proposed law specif1es
that manufacturers of new
automobiles have defenses
available it the defect does
not substant1ally impair the
use, value, or safety of the
automobile; or the defect is
the reason of abuse, neglect,
or un-authorlud mod1tication
or alteration of the
automobile by the buyer.
If the car 1a truly a lemon
and cannot be repaired after
a reasonable number of attempts, the consumer should
be entitled to a replacement
vehicle or a full refund, at the
consumers choice. Thls
places llabUlty where lt
belongs- on the
manufacturer.
The Kentucky Consumer
Protection Dlviaon and the
Council bave drafted this
legislation, H.B. '138, and wW

present It to the members ot
the 1986 Kentucky General
Assembly. u you are in favor
of this proposed legislation
for Kentucky citizens, contact
your state representative and
state senator by calling this
toll-free number,
1-800-872-7181 or by writing
the Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
JanJe Green, Murray, Js a
home economJca major with
an area In COIJ6UllJer alfaJrs.

Firat phon•thon
nell big money
The College of Business and
PubUc atfalrl hal raised
more than $10,000 for the college Partner's Fund in this

year's phonathon.
Paul Akridge, cbalrman of
the event, sald that the goal
was reached through the efforts of 20 to 40 students and
faculty who volunteered to
work at the phonathon.
Students made calla to college alumni from 7 to 9 p.m.
each evening to ask for donationa. According to Akridge,
the money will be used for
scholarships, equipment purchases and faculty profel'l·
slonal development.
Akridge said this was the
college's first year to have a
phonatbon, but they are hop.
1ng to make lt an annual
event.
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We UN the Allen Computer
Analyzer
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Carlturetor & •-• lnlecflons Service

GERRALD lOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVIa QNTER INC.
1750

With Purchase Of Paek&Re De.aJ

FREE Suntans for anyone who has never tanned
before. Call and u k how many and get details.

Phone 753 -2709
New style cl bulbs and lotions that will get
you darker than ever before.
PRICES START AT
10 VISITS $27
~Mucbs
Eurotan 's at

~
1411 Olive

Pizza inn141
Wednesday Night
Buffet! I
Now our famous all-you-can-eat Buffets
are even better because we've got the same
great deal on Wednesday Night .

For One Low Price

$8.29

Buffet Houn:
Sunday-Friday 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Monday, Tuesday &: Wednesday
Night Buffet 6 p.m.-8 p.m.

Pick Up At Our Door Or DeUverecl To Yours
FREEl!

Olympic Plaza
753-0900
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FREE SUNTANS

LOOK WHAT'S NEW
AT

For all the pizza, pasta and salad you can eat,
plUJ deuert
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SOHNS
Kentucky Oaks Mall
Paducah
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Gas prices---------------continued from P-ee 1

Photo by KIRK BUNNER

THE POCKETS atore on the comer of 12th and ChHtnut Streett.

Businesses that could be
hurt from the decrease in oil
prices are banks lending
money to foreign companies
exporting oil to the United
States, Edwards said. This
wU1 also affect the employees
and stock holders, he satd.
" If oil revenues fall, oil profitabllitles may fall and they
(banks) may not be able to
pay (U.S. ) banks back,'' Edwards said.
Edwards also said that on
exploration In the United
States would be slowed down,
adding that states having a
lot of oil revenues, such as
Texas and Louisiana, could
be hindered.
"Our reserves are largely
in refineries owned by companies and the value of these
reserves Is declining because
of the price (of oil) overall.' '
Edwards said.
The a utomobile industry
may see a slight increase in
the sales of larger cars, according to Bob Hanington,
sales m an at Murray
Chrysler-Dodge car dealership. The low financing rates
that have been in effect over
the last several months will
keep the price of automobiles
fairly stable , Harrington
said.
" We haven't got anything
in the works as tar as promoting the low gas prices
because we're promoting low
financing," Harrington sald.
GasoUne prices ln Murray
seem to be slightly lower than
some surrounding areas.

-PRESENTINGINTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
SEMINARS
SUMMER'86

Interact With Top-level International Business Executives
Earn 8-6 Credit Hours
SEMINAR 1·May2S.June 17,1986
Rome, Florence, Salzbur.r, Zurich ~neva
Heidelberg, Brunell
Hi1hll1hta: ESSO ltaliana, Gucci, Nestle,
Givaudan
SEMINAR 2-May 31-June 24, 1986
Lon don , Amaterdam, Brueaels, Paris, Lyon,
Nice, Geneva
Hlghllpta: Uoyda of London, Heineken ,
Dow Chemical, Cornig, Montree-Rolex.

" Murray's gas Is about three
cents cheaper here than in
.P aducah," said Cecil Lovett.
part owner of Lovett
Brother's Gulf Service. " It
looks like it (the low price of
gasoline) will continue tor
awhile."
Munk Spallons, manager of
J and S Chevron in Murray,
agrees that the price will continue at the lower prices
throughout the year .
" Everybody is liking It,"
Spallons commented.
According to Plumley the
best sign of a recovering
economy directly related to a
drop in oil prices should be
seen in the decrease of
utulUes.

AdvertiseI
762-4478

.

" We need to see the biggest
reduction in utility costs but
that's going to be tough,"
Plumley said. "Utlllt1es are
run by bureaucrats and they
don ' t know how to cut
prices."
Edwards said that the
students leaving town during
spring break will certainly
appreciate the benefits of the
lower price of gasoline.
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Living,
learning
and
finding
home
One admires postcards and photographs sent
by the students who lhe thinks of aa her children.
Another keeps ptles of yearbooks and
photographs, and on a wall hang the plaques that
bring to mind h1l many aceomplllhments.
One shuffles along, aWl renting his property to
college students, and recounting the story of how
a street that runs on what used to be the famUy
farm now bears h1a name. SWI another doesn't
allow herself much time to rest - doing volunteer
work and keeping in touch with friends and colleagues to fW her days.
They have their 1nd1v1dual approaches to
retirement, but they share a bond common to
many 1n Murray. For them all, the University
played a central role 1n their llves. They found lt
compelllng in their earller days and find It com• fort&ble now in their later years.
From the autumn of 1923, Murray and Its college have undergone drastic change. From 202
students on the first day to the present enrollment
that nears 7 ,000.
But despite time's modlf1eationa, the people
who have stayed to watch Murray - the city and
University - grow, two qualities have remained
since the begtnn1ng : Its friendliness and
hominess.
" I've vtalted rnaoy achool8 in my llfe, and I
muat say that MSU 11 the frlendlleat. I felt that
way about all my students here, ' ' said Dr. L.J.
Horttn, wbo served 28 yean u profeuor and
departmept head at the Untventty before retiring 1n 1974.
" I think the quallty of the people here draws
others into the area," said Irma LaFollette, a
resident of the area for~ years and a member of
the Board of Regents. "They're not only friendly,
but eoncemed."
•'Murray 11 a lovely llttle city, and the Unlventty baa made it what it 11. I've always loved the
Unlvenlty," said Dr. Ruble Smith, who baa been
associated with the Unlvenity for about 86 years.
"I have llved in several parts of the state, but
Murray 18 where I always come back to, '' said
H.T. Waldrop.
A native of DUnola, Hort1n t11'8t came to Murray
State 1n 1828 at the age of 24 and served aa head of
journallam and publlclty, although there then .
was no actual joumal1am department, aDd was
the leader of the Unlvendty's ftrat debate team.
HorUn lett the Unlvenlty 1n 1947 for a position
aa Director of the School of Joumalism at Ohio
Unlventty, which waa then the third largest journallam school in the nation. Although, he remained there for the next ~ yean, many of his
thoughts aWl remained on Murray.
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even has a University post office box, which gives

Finding home

h1m an excuse to visit the campus dally.

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

"I had always thought I'd come back here,"
Hortin said.
So in 1967, when he was asked to return, and
during the next seven years - as director of journalism and, later, chairman of the department Hortln made several valuable changes 1n the
University's journalism program.
He Introduced the major In journallsm and
master's degree, upgraded journalism to departmental status, started a journalism summer Internship program, worked to establish a printing
facillty for The College News, and Instituting the
campus chapter of Sigma Delta Ch1 professional
journalism society.
I'm really proud of what I was privileged to
do," said Hortln, "but I'm not stupid enough to
think I did it alone."
The Ohio Newspaper Association selected Hortin for the Distinguished Service to Journalism
Award in 1967, and he was named to the Kentucky
Journalism Hall of Fame In 1981.
However, Hortin said he is more proud of his
students than anything he has ever done. He
taught three later Pulitzer Prize winners - two
from Murray State.
" I think enthusiasm Is the greatest attribute a
person can have, and I think MSU students show
that quality," said Hortln.
And while he belleves students enthusiasm
hasn't changed much over the years, much of
their environment has.
He said the University differed in its early
years in that students were then required to attend chapel dally where attendance was taken,
and if a student was absent he was contacted by
the dean.
According to Hortln, a salary for a professor in
1928 was u.•oo per year. Though it eventually
rose to about $3,000 It tell again to $2,000 during
the Depression.
The one change that Hortin said he hated to see
come about was the modification of the University's mascot name from the Thoroughbreds to
Racers.
''I think 1t hurt our image when we changed our
name,' ' Hortln said. ''Racer Is also the name for a
certain blue snake. but Thoroughbred is nothing

'I always
thought
I'd come
back
here'

L.J. Hortln

but the finest breed of horse."
According to Hortln, the best thing the University did tor h1m was bring him together with his
wife, the former Mellie Scott, a graduate of MSU
who took a feature writing course that Hortin
taught.
"We've always been a team. I would put her at
the top of the scale of any success I've ever had, •'
he said with a smile.
Though Hortin said he enjoys the freedom that
retirement has offered him, he still keeps In touch
with the University. He Is a faithful reader of The
News, belongs to the Racer Club, helps conduct
writing workshops, and speaks to classes. He

Story by CATHY DAVENPORT
Photoa by LONNIE HARP

"I've always believed one needs to :tUI his
memory book with pleasant memories," said
Hortin. He Is happy that his days here have allowed h1m that.
Though LaFollette has never taught at MSU,
she did teach In Murray public schools. She has
also been closely connected with the .University
and town as her late husband, Dr. A.C.
LaFollette, was a professor of communications at
MSU.
Though neither were natives of Murray, the
La.Follettes first came here in 1989 but left for

'I've seen
the town
grow... '

Irma LaFollette

teaching positions at Ohio University, where they
remained for almost 26 years.
However, like Hortin, they returned to Murray,
and LaFollette said that she hu remained in
Murray since her husband's death because she
likes the town and Its people.
"Murray has an unusually fine group of
citizens: they're civic-minded and Unlversitymlnded," she said. "I have been associated with
various schools and atmospheres, but Murray
people here were such that t chose to stay here."
LaFollette said when she first came to Murray,
12th Street was the end of town. "So I've seen the
town grow, and the University has been a seedbed
for progress. It has brought in people and industry," she said.
LaFollette said she has also seen the University
grow lnto one that Is very outstanding and
dedicated.
•'One reason this is a superior school is because
of the dedication of the faculty giving a fine quality of education to the students," she said.
In reference to her June 1984 appointment to
the Board of Regents, .L aFollette said, "It was
about the last thing I expected. It was the tdea of
some friends. People are always thinking of
things for me to do to keep me out of trouble."
LaFollette said being on the Board gives her
the opportunity to look for ways to Improve the
University. "I want It to be improved even
more," she said.
LaFollette said she would llke to see the
University prepare its students more to make the
most of their own potential.
"My goal for students ls to get an education
that will be fit for life; part of that is character
building. I'm not real sure we emphasize that
enough.

'It's a
good
place
to have
a family'

Ruble Smith
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•'I also don •t want demoralizing things happening on campus. Students ought to feel that the atmosphere support& the right way of life," said
LaFollette.
She doesn't like the idea of Murray as a "suitcase college" where students go home every
weekend. Therefore, she believes the campus
needs to bring In more weekend activities that
will interest students.
Besides being a Murray State graduate, Smith
Is connected to the Univenity in a special way as
her father was a member of the 1922-24
legislature that created the University.
Smith, a native of Marshall County, began her
career with MSU in 1939 as a supervising teacher
at Murray Training School, and in 194~ she went
Into elementary education.
In 19~7, she too left Murray for a position at
Peabody College with intentions ot remaining
there permanently. However, she returned to
Murray after only one year because of persolld.l
reasons and said she has had no regrets about doing so.
" Murray (the University) has been very good
to me," Smith said. "1 feel that I got all the promotions I deserved."
Smith was awarded the Alumni Association
Distinguished Professor Award, and the Board of
Regents awarded her the· first Honorary Doctorate In Humanities when she retired in 1974..
She said she believes the University was good

'I'm from
Murray
first,
last and
all'

H.T. Waldrop

to her as a student too. "I don't think any college
could have given me a better liberal arts education than I received here In 1929-33," she said. "It
really prepared me for graduate school at
Peabody."
Smith described the town of Murray as a "good
place to have a family.'' One of the main reasons
she enjoys living in the area is that 1t is close to
the lakes.
Waldrop, whose family farm was once what ts
now part of the campus and quickly tells that the
street running west of the dorm complex and
Winslow Cafeteria bean his name.
He said he considers the University and town
one and the same, and though a native of Col·
dwater and a graduate of Western Kentucky
University, he thinks of Murray as his real home.
"I'm from Murray first, last, and all. And tha ..
includes the University and all," said Waldrop.
"After all, the University is what made the town,
and we wouldn't have much of a town without it."
Though 91 years old, Waldrop said he still likes
to stay active and remain In touch with the
Unlversty. He keeps up with Racer football
games and rents apartments above his house to
college students and instructors.
And what do they all think about the future of
the University?
Waldrop said he belleves we a)ready have a
"real University" and thinks the technology will
help expand on that.
"I think If we can get the money we have the
makings of an outstanding Universty."
LaFollette said, •'but we need higher funding to
maintain good instructors and keep up the
buildings.''
Smith said she things the University has a
bright future . "I don't think the enrollment will
ever exceed 7,500 or 8,000, but I don't think that's
negative," she said.
And as long ~:~os the University offers a good atmosphere and the city retains its hospitality and
small town image, they don't see Murray changing from much more than a place where people
would like to live, learn and retire.
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NEWSbriefs
Day care meeting set
A m eeting to determine the need and desire for campus day
care will be held March 18 at 7 p.m. in the Calloway County
Public Library annex.
The meeting Is open to the public. Interested persons unable
to attend should contact Blllle Burton at 762·2187 on Mondays
and Wednesdays.

Drop day approaches
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions, has announced that the last
day to drop a sixteen-week class with a "W" is Thursday.
Also, all students planning to receive undergraduate
degrees in July. 1986, must file degree applications in the
registrar's oft1ce by March 18. Degree fees are due when the
graduation applications are filed .

Forum features doctor
A spring Bio-ethics Forum will be held Thursday at 7 p.m . in
the Wrather West Kentucky Museum .
The public is invited to hear Dr. Allan Lansing, chairman
and director of the Humana Heart Institute International,
discuss the ethical issues and consequences ot mechanical
heart transplants.
Three panel members will also speak at the forum . They are
Dr. Franklin Robinson, associate professor of philosophy and
religion ; Carol Garner, critical care clinical speciallst at
Western Baptist Hospital In Paducah; and David Roblruion,
Episcopal campus minister and Vicar at St. John's Episcopal
Church, Murray.

SAA begins rifle scholarship
With a recent donation ot
$1,000 by the Student Alumni
Association to the Pat
Spurgin Scholarship Fund,
one of the main goals of the
SAA Is becoming a reality,
according to Donna Herndon,
director of AlUmni Affairs.
Last fall the SAA set the
goal to begin a scholarship for
a n Incomin g r ttle team
member. They believed Pat
Spurgin, 1984 Olympic gold

medal winner, was worthy of
the recognition because she
had done something no other
.M urray State student had
done.
With the new contribution,
the scholarship fund has
grown to $5,209.55.
" With the exception of the
$1,000 donation from the MSU
Alumni Association and $100
from the Ritle Club and a few
other donations, the students

have raised what we have ln
the fund ," Herndon said.
The amount of the actual
scholarship will be the in·
terest drawn from the fund
and should amount to approxImately $500. The person will
be selected by a committee
comprised of the ritle team
coach and captain, representatives from SAA and the
MSU Alumni Association and
Spurgin.

Qua--------------------------from?

continued from ' • 5

14. What rock group visited

9. Gilligan's Island premiered
in
A. 1970
B . 1962
c. 1967

Gilligan's Island?
15. What was the Gllllgan's
Island theme song?
16. Within 10. how many
Gilligan's Island episodes
were made?
17. Name two of the three
Gilligan's Island TV moVies.
18. Who was the mad scientist
that tormented the
characters on Gilligan 's
Island?
19. Who was the Ginger Gr ant
lookalike who landed on
Gllllgan's Island?
20. Aside from Backus. name
the other six actors on the
Gilligan's Island sertes.

D. 1964

10. Which of the following was
not a character on Gilligan's
Island
A . Jonas Grumby
B. Mary Ann Simpson
C. Roy Hinkley
D. Ginger Grant
11. What was Mrs. Howell's
malden name?
12. On what celebrity was Mr.
Magoo's character based?
13. Where was Mary Ann

ANSWERS
1-B; 2-A ; 3-D; 4-B ;
5-C; 6-A ; 7-B ; 8-C;
9-D; 10-B ; 11-Wentworth;
12-W.C. Fields; 13-Kansas;
14-The .Mosqwtoes; 15-The
Ba.liad of Gilligan's Island ;
16- 98; 17-The Castaways on
Gilligan's Island, The Harlem
Globetrotters on GllUgan•s
Island, Rescue from
Gilligan's Island; 18-Boris
Ballnkoff; 19-Eva Grubb ;
20-Bob Denver (Gllligan),
Alan Hale Jr. (Skipper).
Natalie Schafer ( Lovey
Howell) , Tina Louise
(Ginger), Russell Johnson
(Pr ofessor) , Dawn Wells
(Mary· Ann) .

Bulletin board available
An electronic (computer) bulletin board system Is available
tor student and faculty use 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
The board may be reached by calling 762-3140 with a computer or terminal. After connection, wait ten seconds, and
slowly touch the return key two or three times on the terminal
or computer being used to place the call.

Disney World discount
Students traveling to F lorida will have an opport~ty to
discover the wonders ol Walt Disney World with special-value
admission media during Spring Break '86.
Throughout the month of March, college students can take
advantage of a special one-day ticket to either the Magic
Kingdom or Epcot Cel\ter for $16.50, a savings ot $6 compared
to the regular price. A special two-day ticket good for a day at
the Magic Kingdom and a day at Epcot Center is $25.
Walt Disney World is located off of l -4 near Orlando, just 65
miles from Daytona Beach and 70 miles from Tampa.
Tickets are available at any Select-A-Seat outlet, participating Sears stores, and all Walt Disney World ticket locations. College I.D. ts required.

Join the Houalng RAcer team at

TPM •~ponalbdn-M of h

Even ifvou didn't ~tart college on nscholar.;hip. you
could fl'n i~h on one. Army ROTC Scholmhips
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with u p to $1,000
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Scott Hooper
Mike Jernigan
Keuin Ray
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Sarah Byrd
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Football newcomers
show needed speed
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor ,

Men's track team runs in
last Ohio Valley contest
By DI!NNII DOCKERY

Reporter

Last weekend, the men's
track team competed in the
final Ohio Valley Conference
track meet and gave one of lt8
better performances.
James "Squeaky" Yarbrough broke his school
record in the 60-yard high
hurdles for the third time this
year. with a Ume of 7.(6.
"I didn't come out fast
enough and I was getung beat
until the last hurdles," Yarbrough said. ''I beat them on
the toot race."
Tony Coates finished s~
cond in the high jump.
"I'm pleased," he said. "I
wish I could have gotten a
wtn. I jumped 6-9, but I had
more misses and he edged me

out with the same jump. I'm
looking for seven feet outdoors. After more technical
work and conditioning, I plan
to Improve a lot."
Coates will not try to
qualify for the NCAA nationals at the "Last Chance"
meet.
Mike Ramsey competed in
the «O.yard and lSOO-meter
runs, despite having only 10
minutes to rest between
events . Ramsey, a
sophomore, placed fifth in «0
with a time of ISO.U.
"He ran for strategy. I
wanted him to run so that one
of the teams wouldn't score a
point," said coach Jay
Flanagan.
•'This is the best I felt all
year. I felt good the entire
Ume In both races. I'm looking forward to the outdoor

events," Ramsey said.
Patterson Johnson fell
short of his goal of qualifying
for the NCAA nationals.
Johnson placed third among
five triple jumpers with a
jump of oi9-10 . William
Beasley of Middle Tennessee
State placed first with a jump
of IS0-2 and Eastern's Jeff
Goodwin leapt IS0-1 tor second
place.
"I had a bad day," Johnson
said. "I have no excuses and
I'm not complalnlng. I really
don't know what happened.
I'll just have to get my act
together for the 'Last Chance'
meet in two weeks to quallfy
tor nationals."
Teammate Rolando Green

Football coach Frank
Beamer opted more for speed
than size when he recruited
next season's rookies.
Beam er said that the
Racers needed wide
receivers and defensive
backs and that is what they
got.
"I think there's a need for
some receivers to come in
and play well," Beamer said.
"The second most important
position for us ls at defensive
back. When you get kids with
speed,
they may be a
receiver or a defensive
back."
The Racers' seven
newcomers can play as either
receivera or defensive backs.
They are Gary Aterburn, 6
feet 2 inches tall, 175 pounda,
of Hialeah, Fla. ; Buddy
Bartlett, 5 feet 10 inches tall,
175 pounds, of Booneville,
Miss.; Roy Bishop, 5 feet 9 inches tall, 160 pounds, of
Hickman; A. Q. Brownlee, 5
feet 9 inches tall, 160 pounds,
of Houston, Miss. ; Danny
Daniels, 5 feet 11 inches tall,
175 pounda, of Apopka, Fla.;
Deral Pitts, 5 feet 10 inches
tall, 175 pounds. of Sarasota,
Fla.: and Greg Sanders, 5
feet lllnches tall, 175 pounda,
ot Centralv1lle, Ala.

As others have across the
country, MSO athletes are
turning to dance to improve
their conditioning.
Last fall, Karen Balzer
worked with the women's
track team in a series of short
workouts to increase their
flexibility.
''I gave them a sequence of
ex.erclses that would increase strength and tlexibill·
ty in certain parts of their
bodies," said Balzer, now in
her third year of teaching at
Murray State. •'Being flexible
Is very important in injury
prevention.''
Balzer is not alone in her
thinking. Tom Simmons,
trainer for Murray athletes
and husband of women's
track coach Margaret Sim·
mons, feels that dancers have
an edge In conditioning over
athletes.
'
"The dancers have a better
knowledge of flexibility than
any other field," said
Simmons.
Teresa Colby, a participant
in one of Balzer's dance
classes, runs 5,000 and 10,000
meters for the women's track
team. "I feel a lot more flexible because of dancing. I'm

not nearly as tight as before,"
she said.
Keith Cobbs, who runs 400
meter sprints and hurdles for
the men's track team, is a
member of the MSU Dance
Theatre. "Both track and
dance work hand in hand.
Dancing also helps me mentally because dancing takes
discipline," said Cobbs, who
hopes to be a professional
dancer.
Skip Harrison, a member of
the Murray State Rodeo
team, is also a member of the
Dance Theatre.
"Dance helps me because
there's a lot of jerking and
jarring in rodeo and you have
to be flexible or you set
yourself up for injuries," he
said.
In the future, Balzer would
like to see Murray football
players increasing their flexibility through dance. "It
would really benefit the
athletic program," she said.
"You get better lite out of
your athletes because dance
reduces injuries. •'
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By DARREN DI!DMAN

Aaalatant Sportt Editor

The men's basketball team
concludes its regular season
tonight against Austin Peay
State University in
Clarksville, Tenn.
This game will determine
who the Racers will host Mon.
day night in the first round of
the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament.
With a wtn over APSU, the
Racers will play Tennessee
Tech University. If they lose,
they will face Austin Peay.
In other tournament action,
Middle Tennessee State
University hosts Eastern
Kentucky University, and
Youngstown State University
hosts either APSU (with a
MSU win tonight) or TTU
(with a MSU loss).
If the Racers win tonight
and Monday, they will play at
the winner of the MTSU-EKU
contest. If the Racers lose
tonight and win Monday, they
will play at the University ot
Akron.
Akron received a first
round bye.
Last weekend the Racers
saw their hopes of a first

"A lot of the big-time college programs already use
dance as part or their cond.i·
tlonlng," sald Simmons.
Balzer sees a natural connection between athletics and
dance. ''I look at sports as an
art form just the same as I do
dance,'' she said.

... RECAUrTS

Cagerslose
road games,
head south

Dance class teaches
athletes flexibility
By BRIAN JOHNI
Staff Writer

Brownlee and Sanders are
junior college transfers.
Beamer also signed three
defensive linemen~ junior college transfers Dwayne
Boissiere, 6 feet" inches tall,
2ISO pounds, of New Orleans,
La.; Steve Hill. 6 feet tall, 25:5
pounds, of Houston, Miss.:
and Brian Edwards, 6 foot 3
inches tall, 230 pounds, from
Columbus, Ga.
Linebackers signing with
Murray Include James Burr,
5 feet 11 inches tall, 215
pounds, ot Paducah; Willie
Prather, 6 feet 2 Inches tall,
190 pounds, of Walnut, Miss.;
AI Savea 1 6 feet tall, 230
pounds, who also plays
fullback, of Apopka, Fla. ;
and Kelvin Wllllams, 6 feet 3
inches tall, 215 pounds, who
also plays linebacker, ot
Sarasota, Fla.
Kevin Spencer, 6 feet 1 inch
tall, 180 pounds, of Ft. Knox,
is the Racers' only quarterback recruit.
Charles Dowdell, 5 feet 11
Inches tall. 195 pound
tailback, also signed.
John Phlll, Paducah, Is the
Racers' sole offensive guard
signee. He is 6 feet 4 inches
tall and weighs 206 pounds.
The Racers also signed a
placekicker , Hayung Kohler.

Ptloto by 8AAD GASS

... MEN'IBAIKETBALL
Kll...., Beller teechel MIU ethletel how to ICtllne better
oondltlonlng through dlnctng.
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Ladies face complicated,
gloomy playoff situation
By BRIAN JOHNS
Staff Writer

The Lady Racers face a
must-win situation tonight at
Austin Peay to make the Ohio
Valley Conference playoffs.
Murray State. now ~8 in
OVC play, is tied with
Morehead State a half-game
behind fourth-place Akron.
The top four teams advance
to the tournament.
A Morehead State loss will
have to accompany a :Murray
win for the Lady Racers to
capture the last playoff spot.
Murray State split a twogame road trip with Akron
and Youngstown State Saturday and Monday.

In defeating Akron 66-M.
the Lady Racers completed a
two-game sweep of the series
over the Zips this year.
Shawna Smith had 28 points
for Murray on 13-16 shooting
from the field. She hit her last
13 shots.
Overall, the team shot 16-18
in the second half.
"We started slow, but we
played hard and got the job
done in the second hall." said
center Geralyn Feth.
In the game Monday at
Youngstown, the Racers
dropped a 74-65 decision.
After falllng behind by as
many as 14 points in the first
half, the Lady Racers cut the
lead to one in the second half

Before you'Break for Spring'...
Prepare your car for'The T~,

at

but could not take the lead.
''We were really legweary," coach Bud Chllders
said. "We played as hard as
we could, but we just couldn't
get into the game."
Sheila Smith was high
scorer for Murray State with
19 points, while Shawna
.S mith added liS.
In order tor the team to
make the OVC tournament, it
muat beat Austin Peay. It
Morehead beats Eastern Kentucky and the Lady Racers
also wln, a three-way tie for
fourth will develop.

t Top Hits

Oldies

he WOMI!N'I IAIKI!TBALL
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Glasper offers cag,rs example
Glasper has coached
basketball since college
Staff Writer
graduation. "After college J
went to Bishop Verot High
"A unique experience that School where I was the junior
everyone should have the op- varsity coach, and the followportuntty to experience" is ' ing year I became head varsihow basketball graduate ty coach."
assistant Richard Glasper
Steadily working his way
describes his days at Labelle up the ladder, he accepted
High School in Florida.
another coaching job at
While at Labelle, Glasper another high school where he
lettered In basketbaJl, stayedayear. Hethenreturnbaseball, football and track. ed to Edison where he stayed
After high school. he went to as an assistant until he came
Edison Community College to Murray.
on a basketball scholarship.
"I'm glad I came here. It
There he earned an associate gives me the chance to coach
of arts degree ln physical at a Division 1 level school
education.
and to continue my education
Glasper then graduated and galn valuable experience
from the University of in this level of coaching,"
Florida In 1978 with a Glasper said.
bachelor's degree in physical
Glasper said he believes the
education.
recent NCAA proposal conBefore coming to Murray cernlng scores on standardlzState, he served as an assls- ed tests is a good idea.
tant bas)tetball coach at
"It has been considered
Edison Community College.
detrimental to some minority
ly JOHN MARK ROII!RTI

groups, but overall it allows
the student to better prepare
ln the classroom as well as on
the court. It's going to help. It
can't hurt," Glasper said. "I
have no doubt that getting
your degree Is more valuable
to you than just playing
sports."
He said he remembers a
quote that his high school
English teacher had posted
on the wall. It said, "Give the
best you can, the greatest and
you can do no more."
"That's the way I look at
things whether l'm playing
ball, coaching or anything
I'm pursuing. I give my best
effort. That's my greatest,
and I can't do anything else,"
Glasper sald.
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Intramural playoffs underway,
spring deadlines approaching
By JOHN MARK ROBERTI
Staff Writer

Wlth spring break ap
proaching, the intramural
basketball teams are in tournament a ction thls week.
The tournament opened
Wednesday night with eight
teams vying for the competitive league title. The
semi-final wUI be played in
Racer Arena Tuesday at 9:30
p.m. with the final scheduled
March 15 at 9:30 p.m.in the
Arena.

The recreation league
began play last night with 115
teams trying to be number
one. The quarter-finals wlll
be Sunday night with seml·
finals to be played Tuesday
night. The championship
game is at 8 :30p.m. Wednesday in the Arena.
Heading into tounament
p lay in the competitive
league the Stxers have a 6.0
recor d. They will meet Sigma
Chi, which stands at 6-3. The
Hubs. 15-2, wUl meet the Pikes,
7-1 , and the Ttck-Tockers, 15-2,

will face Kappa Alpha, 5-4.
The Cotton Club. 3-3, wUl
meet Lambda Chi Alpha, 9-0.
In the recreational league,
the Bricklayers, 6-0, received
a bye for the first round while
the Plague, 4-2, wlll meet the
Yellowjackets, 4-2. The Subs.
4-1, meet the Scrubs, 4-2. in
tournament action, while the
Rockets, 3·2, will battle
Budweiser which stands at
5-l. The Catamounts are 5-l.

Fee Increase?
Murray State ia couideriq an increue in
the $30 eemeaterly atudent activity fee paid
by all full time etudenta. Pruently, one half
of the $30 n~w charsed soee to athletica. The
augseated mcreaae would be ueed to help
meet federal requirements callina for more
apttnding on women'• aporta. A previous
propoaal by the administration tO meet theae
requirmenta by eliminating the men 's track
program failed to win Regent approval.

SGA wants to know if you support
such a fee increue to fund our
athletic propama.

... INTRAIIUMU
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Vacation sports planned
By JOHN MARK ROHRTI
Staff Writer

Going to Daytona Beach for
spring break? If you are, the
National Collegiate Sports
Festival may be for you.
The festival offers coed
competlon in flag football,
ultimate frisbee, softball,
sail i ng . bask e tb all and
volleyball. It also offers competition in golf and in the 15K
run and also rugby for men .
Students currently enrolled
in college and universities are
eligible to partici pate.
Registration deadline for the
actlvites 1s Monday, March

Hodge's Tax

10. J udges wlll choose the
best team from the first three
weeks (March 10-14, March
17-21 and March 24·28) and
have that team flown back to
Daytona for the " Final Two"
Saturday, Apr11 15.
Trophies will be awarded to

YOU HAVE
A VOICE

weekly, as well as overall,
champions . Tournaments will
be operated on a round robin
schedule.
For more information contact Jim Saurer, director of
ca mpu s r ec r eati o n. a t
782-6791.

YOU'VE GOT IT HERE/
-WINDSURFINGThe Fastest growing sport everywhere/

Complete the ballot below and have
your voice heard. Drop the ballot in a
"Aak SGA"box in the Curris Center or
Winslow Cafeteria.
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Simmons not pleased
TIEIIIB ,. .

Women take OVC honors
ay DI NNII DOCKIRY
Reporter

The women's track team
finished second in the con·
terence championships last
weekend, but head coach
Margaret Simmons was upset
by Its performance.
"This was the worst performance of the girls track
team. Some did well and
some didn't, " Simmons said.
"There is a lot of complalnlng
and some of our girls seem to
panic when we compete
against Eastern. The girls
could have performed
better."
Nina Funderburk , a
freshman from Tonawanda,
N.Y., captured the OVC title
in the 500-yard dash with a
tlme of 1: 14, only two seconds
off the qualifying time for the
NCAA Nationals and a new
school record.
"When I first came to Murray, I had high expectations,"
Funderburk, " I wanted to

.

make goals and try to achieve
them by the end of spring.
Qualifying for the NCAA nationals is one of them. "
Maxine Best, a senior from
Barbados, tlnlshed second 1n
the 300-meter dash behind
Eastern's Rose Gilmore.
"1 had no right to lose the
race," Best said. "I ran the
race wrong. I ran her way. It
I could have ran ahead of her,
I could have worn her down.
Her strength beat me. I
should have ran my race. It
was all my fault."
Kathy Heln placed fifth 1n
the mile run. Hein, who broke
the school record for 11500
meters two weeks ago with a
time of 4:51, feels that not all
the blame for the team's
tenseness should be directed
at the runners.
''Coach Simmons puts too
much pressure on us when we
compete against Eastern. We
get tense. The same thing
happened in cross country.''
Hein said. "Maybe after spr.
lng break we will be more

consistent in running. We will
all have to set some goals and
try to achieve them.' '
Phyllls Weber, a junior
from Memphis, Tenn., flntshed third in the 880-meter run
with a time of 2 : 22.
"I felt good. This Isn't my
best performance; it's my
best for Indoors. It gives me
confidence for outdoors,"
Weber sald.
Mary Anderson placed fifth
in the 60-yard hurdles with a
time of 8.53.
Jamie Ahrens flnlshed se·
cond in the triple jump with a
leap of 33-8. Kay Holt placed
fourth with a leap of 33-7.
" I'm pleased with my performance," Holt said.
In other events, Roberta
Becerra ran a 3:12 in the
1000-meter run. Jill Consterdlne placed third 1n the shot
put with a throw of 39-4. Lynn
Glrdlestone and Ahrens both
placed second in the high
jump with a jumps of 5-4.

Jowles attempted to learn obedience through a
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Netters fall to Vanderbilt, 7-2
ay CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor

The men's tennis team lost
to Vanderbilt University last
weekend, 7-2.
" That 's the best t eam
they've ever had ." head
coach Bennie Purcell sald. ' 'I
thought we'd play a little better.. but I'm not that
disappointed."
John Sneider won his match
1n the unseeded tournament.
6-4, 6-2, over Cliff Retief.
Sneider then teamed with
John Brunner to win . in
doubles. 6-3, 7·6, over the
team of Jeff Berry and Reid
Ratter.
"Sneider played really
well," Purcell said.

Losing their singles ma.t·
ches were : J ens Bergrahm
4-6, 4-6; Brunner 4·6. 5-7:
Bard Gunderson 4-6. 3-6: Paul
Austin 3.6, 3-6 and Jonas
Bergrahm 6-2, 1-6, 2·6.
Jens Bergrahm and Austin
lost their doubles match, 2·6,
6-4, 2-6 and Gunderson and
Jeff Cox fell , 4-6, 6-4, 2-6.
"We were in most of those
matches, " Purcell said. "We
had a lot of 6-4s and 6-38 and a
couple of 7-5s. We were right
ln there on most of them and I
thought we had a chance to
win some.
" We didn'tplaythat poorly.
Of course, you're always
disappointed when you lose,
but we're still getting lt
together."
The Racers will face Vandy
in Murray later thls spring.

correspondence course.

March Special

This wlll be a good tool to
measure the young Racers'
Improvement, according to
Purcell.
The Racers travel to
Southern Illinois UniversltyEdwardsvllle today. Kansas
University was scheduled to
appear, but It may cancel,
Purcell said.

'

Free Condft:ioniq Treatment
with Hair Cut and Style

Free manicure with Perm.
l 10911 off for all MBU atudenw..J
4th and Sycamore Street

758-4070

Ready for

Spring Break?

Golden Corral
Family Steak House

Two Golden

Fried Shrimp
Dinners
f:a('h tlmnrr mdudc'S II\ IX>litlous C,oJde n Pried
Shrimp, ~·m'<l with your d \o iet' of large• StutTt'd
Ral.:t~ ll~Jtatn or Fn•nch Frii'S ancJ Thxas Toast.
Coupon ~ for aii~M-mbers of your party.
Nc)t valid wht•nust'tl in rof\iunction with any nthcr
c·c>ltpun ur c11S{"unt offer. Tax ~ahl<.' by bearer.
OFFEREXPillES

Much 15,1986

Only$7.99
719 Soath 12th Street
753-3822

DON'T FORGET
TRAVELERS
CHECKS!
Bank ·,o f Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

f

'I

li11.
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Let us work for You. Advertise!
Continued from Pege 13A
followed Johnson with a jump
of 4S.9, good enough for fourth
place.
·'This was my best jump
this year, but there is stlll
room for improvement," said
Green.
Joe Woodside placed second in the shot put with a
heave ot 47-7.
•'I choked on my last throw.
I reilly didn't want to reinjure my hand," said Woodside . Woodside is
recuperating from a hand injury that he suffered in an accident In his dorm.
Arvadio Ferguson's jump
of 23-IS earned him third place

in the long jump. " I was good."
pleased with m y perforTrent Lovett p laced third in
mance," he said .
the 880-yard run.
Damon Geiger celebrated
Flanagan said he was thrillhis birthday with a third
place finish In the 1,000-yard ed by the overall performance of the team . He
run, posting a time of 2: 18.
"My legs were worn out doesn't think the cancellation
from the fast qualifying time of the conference tournament
I had in the tralls. I could wlll hurt the team's morale.
have done better,'' Geiger
said. Geiger's 2 :15 in the
"I would like goals to be
trials was the fastest time achieved tn the conference
recorded in the meet.
but it really doesn't matter "
Calvin Tur nley finished he said. "The conference is
fifth in the 60-yard dash with only two days out of our
a time of 6.55 seconds. schedule. The people we comTurnley, from Cadiz, said, "1 pete against besides the concame out of the blocks a little ference are much more
slow. Once I got going I felt competitive."

Women's basketball-----Continued from P•oe 14A
~ccordlng to Childers, the
records among the three tied
teams wlli be one of the
crlteria Cor determining who
makes the tournament.
Murray State is 3-1 in

games among the three
teams, while Morehead is 2-2
and Akron 1s 1-3.
If Murray wins tonight and
Morehead loses. the Lady
Racers wlll make the tournament, since Murray swept

Akron in the head-to-head
series.
"We're going to have to approach the game the same
way we have all of our games.
We'll have to play a fine game
to win.' ' said Childers.

Men's basketball------Continued from P•g• 13A
place finish disappear in the
" Ice Valley".
Saturday night the Racers
went into Akron with a half·
game lead over Akron and
MTSU and lost 76-57.
"I think our team was well
prepared," said head coach
Steve Newton . "We just
didn' t shoot well."
Chuck Glass scored 16

points and J eff Martin added
14 against the Zips.
Monday night Murray State
battled Youngstown State to
the wire but lost 58-58.
"We played well enough to
win." said Newton. "We did
everything we could do to win
but we weren't able to make it
to the free throw line ."
Once again Glass led the
Racers in scoring, with 23

poin ts . Martin, who was
recently featured In · The
Sporting News
as one of
t h e more surprising
freshman in the country,
chipped in 19.
" We were disappointed but
we knew it was going to be
tough," said Newton. "We
went into this season wanting
to have a winning record and
I feel this team has really
played to their potential."

SPace raervatton and cow dudiiDe--noon ~
Clncdltlon dadOne-noon Tu.l&2-4471

With Spring Break around the comer
10% discount to MSU
StudentS/Faculty
- ·""-"'"
Be Prepared/
Have y our car _

••rvle«J at

~

~

_

:ce ., .....__. ~..-_.~..,

Economy Tire I Service
203 Meln St., Murrey 753·8500

EVERYTHING YOU NEED!
Anti-freeze
Gas Lines
Windshield Wipers
Windshield Fluid
Radiator Hoses

y

"We install auto glass"

515 South 12th

753-4563

Recruits-----Continued from P•ge 13A
6 feet 3 inches tall, 195
pounds, from Hopkinsv111e.
Brownlee is the fastest
recruit with a 4.3 in the 40.
However. Beamer cautions
that everyone comes into the
program wlth an equal

chance of playing.
" It (newcomers' chances of
playing) depends on them.
and it depends on how some
people here do in spr ing practice," Beamer said. "I'll save
my evaluations for when they
get here and I see what they
do on the field.' '

a

to i/o
job.

AI. a matter offact, today it take. a few 1ood women to handle
jobe in the Marine Corpa. Joba that include everything from
computer proll'ammina, to telecommunication•, electronica
maintenance, intelli1ence and more. Challengi.ng' I P
jobe that offer a rewardin1 career. A career head·
ina aomewhere. If you're intereeted, it'• time you
'
head for your local recruiter. Sergent Keith
Mclnioeh, (collect) 502 «3-8246.

OIXIELANDCTQ.

753·0113
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Mediocrity ain't no big thing
if.kept ill proper perspective
Ron Greene, former Racer
basketball coach, used to say
that when you strive for
greatness, you're assured of
reaching mediocrity.
In my tour years at Murray
State , I've watched our
athletic teams bathe in
mediocrity like a pig In mud.
Racer teams always seem
to be in front of the OVC pack
as the season closes, then find
ways to lose it at the end.
As a fan I 've suffered
through these unfulf1lled promises with a great deal of
anguish and personal loss.
I 've felt some kind of selflnfllcted obllgatlon to defend
Murray State athletics to all
the overbearing people who
choose to stay in their donn
rooms to watch University of
Kentucky games rather than
walk across campus to support the Racers.
Let's tace lt. Murray State
athl e tics are somewhat
successful . ,
Our football team currently
has been in the Division I AA
Top 20 more consecutive
weeks that any other program. Our basketball team
has ma de the Top 20 a s well.
Our men's tennis team ls

14K Gold Chains
50% 0ff

mediocre student body that
for nine months has to
tolerate a somewhat below
mediocre community.
Our athleti c s refle c t
ourselves. We are a college of
chokers.
riding a six-year streak as
OVC champions. Our ritle
team is preparing to defend
its NCAA championship.
But Murray students know
whep it comes to football and
basketball, the Racers can't
seem to win the blg one that
could vault them out of
mediocrity and Into
respectablltty.
So they stay home and
watch " big time" college
athletics.
Are the students really to
blame? Aren't they entitled to
the quality of collegiate
sports that they are used to
seeing on television?
Sure they are.
But that's not the way it Is.
An open mind is necessary in
molding thls into an acceptable situation.
Murray State Is a mediocre
university . We have a

We obviously choked by
choosing a school like Murray ·
State where we aren't even
satisfied enough with our
athletics to show up for the
games.
My high school had a
pathetic athletic program ; no
one cared that we were bad.
The athletes didn' t care.
The students didn't care. We
accepted that we were just a
fun-loving school that every
now and then might win a
basketball game.
But we went to the games.
We were supportive.
So the Racers choked on a
chance at an OVC championship... again.
It isn't the first time and it
probably won't be the last.
But we stlll have the tournament. And there Is stlll the
chance that the Racers will
slip up somehow and win it.

~

Cheetaat HWe Shopping Center
.
753-7695

Sprint 8t'Nk Countdown...1•..1•.•1.••
' Panama Jack
"Beech Buff
'Hawaiian Tropic •eaJn De Solell

All available at

WALLIS DRUG

''Cleanest Gas
in Town''

lntramurals
Continued from P-oe 11A
They wlll face BSU II, 4-2.
The Bluedarters, 4-2, will
meet the 7 Ups who are 2-3.
The 5-1 Rlm Wreckers will

play the 4-2 Road Warriors
while the Gunners, 3-2, will
face the Ramblers, who stand
at 6-0.
Deadlines for upcoming

717 South 12th St.
753-4490

events include floor hockey
on Monday , and c o-ed
volleyball doubles, volleyball
and co-ed basketball March 5.
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club

is ready to help you
look SUNSATIONAL

The
Guaranteed
Tan

~Beat~n.;.o-

I

:

300 minutes - $27
300 minutes - $36
1413 Olive

Student Members
Student Non-members

753-6515

·"'r-

Call or Come In Now
For Your Appointment

7 53-362 1

L

Visa

MasterCard

Inside Crass
Furniture
S. 3rd St., Murray

w11n no burnM~<~ oo

Derby .I

Don't Just Blend In with
the.Sand .•.

Salo

We guaran1ee
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- On Campus
Across from Ordway Hall

February 28, 1 •

RATES:
$20- GENERAL
$15 - GROUP (10 OR MORE)
Additional discounts for
large groups
S5 off with coupon. Good
for the month of March.

PRICE INCLUDES:
3 HOUR SESSIONS
USE OF PISTOL,
HOLSTER & GOGGLES
2 TUBES OF PAINT
C02
A HOSTILE ENEMY

GENERAL DAILY PLAY
GROUPS
PRIVATE GROUPS
TEAMS, LEAGUES

FOR MORE INFORMATION
ON GROUPS, LEAGUES, OR
RESERVATIONS CALL
502-354-8776

.5()2

354-8776
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Graduate student
wins on games how

'

tHE MUDAY STATE NEWS

campus

By JENNIRA DUNN
Staff Writer

Spring Fever

As a girl watching her
favorite television game
show, Sandra Jones, a Murray State graduate student.
never dreamed she would be
running down the aisle to
become a.showcase winner on
"The Price Is Right."
A showcase worth $81,8221n
merchandise was Jones'
prize. The Paducah native
was on the show while vaca.
another over the years while tionlng 1n Los Angeles last
making sundaes, milkshakes September.
and hot dogs.
Advanced tickets were
When the time comes to ordered by Jones, then she
c l ose t he shop, they and a few friends waited tn
sometimes lose touch. •'We line from 7 a.m. until 1 p.m. to
always say we'll get together be among the 300 people who
during the winter but we got a eeat in the a udience.
According to Jones, each
never do," Rogers aaid.
Emerson said ''for about 30 person must go through an in·
seconds" he considered terview with the gameshow
changing the Murray shop to otf1c1ais before the show
a Brazier store and operating starts. F rom these interview•
year-round and never thought the ofttciala choose t he
about it again. "I don't want players lor that particular
hamburgers," he said. "l show.
When they called her name
think I'll just stick with lt like
to "come on down," Jones
it ls."

Dairy Queen reopens windows
Rogers expects this
weekend's lines to be typical·
ly long. She said opening day
"has no beginning and no
end."

By DANNIE PRATHER
Campus Life Editor

Some people expect spring's arrival when jonqulls
pop up. Others expect lt when
"Weather doesn ' t ma ke
a groundhog doesn't see ita any difference, •' Hendon
shadow. In Murray, however, said, "We've opened in the
thesignsofspringaresimple . • snow and it's been ~o
different."
"We know that spring's on
Owner Tom ,Emerson
the way when Dairy Queen
opens," said Peggy Hendon, doesn't use radio or
newspaper advertisements to
an 11-year DQ employee.
publicize opening day. "It's
The Murray Dairy Queen, a pretty much word of mouth,"
habitat for students and he said.
residents desperate for a
snack, opens Its windows to·
He said people are ready
day after a long winter of no for spring to come and know
ice cream for residents and Dairy Queen's opening is a
no work for about SO sign of warm weather - no
employees.
matter the weekend
The popular stand-in-line temperature. "I think Jt's
restaurant, located about two psychological," Emerson
blocks from campus on Main said.
Street, began its winter hiber.
It takes awhile to get used
nation ln November.
to spending four months away
Earlier this week, the un- from the shop, Hendon said.
packing and cleaning began. "It's like not having your
Pat Rogers, a 14-year DQ family around,'' she noted.
employee, said putting the
Hendon said the dayshift
shop back together is not a
big task, "if you can crew of Rogers, Bobbi Gray
remember where you put and herself has discussed
everythlng.... We clean up seven weddings and 11-and-a·
before we close (in the fall ). " half pregnancies wlth one

said she was shocked, having
no idea that she bad been
chosen from the interviews.
''1 think what caught their
attention with me was when
they asked where Paducah,
Ky. was and I said halfway
between Possom Trot and
Monkey's Eyebrow," Jones
said.
She won trips to Paris,
France, Toronto, Canada and
Mexico by choosing which of
the three wu the most expensive trip. Jones then went on
to win her showcase.
In her showcase she won a
bass boat, his and her lug.
gage, video camera equip·
ment and a trip to
Washington, D.C.
"L decided to forfeit the
t r i p s to Pa r ts and to
Was h ington. D.C. so I
wouldn't have to pay taxes on
them ," Jones said.
The show was taped the end
of September but did not air
until Jan. 30. "They have until 80 days after the show to
send me my merchandise,
and I haven't received any of
lt yet;'' she said.

Professor receives
acclaim for stories
of several large daily
newspapers.
Reporter
"Pending Notification"
describes the feelings of a
Ken Smith, assistant pro. hellcopter pilot's wife who is
fessor of Engllsh, published waiting to hear lf her husband
his first collection of fiction, has been killed in an alr acct.
Decoys and Other Stories, dent overseas.
late last year.
Many of Smith's stories a re
Eight stories in this collec· set in the Southwest; he was
tion were published in na- reared in Arizona.
Smith served as a
tional magazines. One of the
stories, "Pending Notifica... SMITH
tion, •' won a PEN Syndicated
Page 118
Fiction Award and has appeared in the Sunday editions
By STEPHEN IE MCLEAN

Photo by KIRK BUNNER

CLEANING UP EQUIPMENT 1fter the Ice creem off MIIOn Ia Peogy Hendon, 1 DQ employ• of 11
yeera. l!mploy... beg8n putUne the Murrey Dllry Q..en Nell together •rtler thla week.
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AI Jarreau concert
airs Monday on KET

m.
PHI ALPHA THETA
The regular monthly
meeting of Phl Alpha Theta
will be March 5 at 4 p.m . in
room 606 of Faculty Hall. Dr.
Charles Steffan will speak.
COFFEI!HOUIE
" Ttps for Traveling" a program by Sandra Hester and
Jeff Humes will be March l5 at
7 p.m . in the Hart Hall
Coffeehouse.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Members of the spring 1986
associate class of the Lambda
Chi Alpha. fraternity are as
follows : Phtlllp Abshier,
Owensboro ; David Bealle,
Hopkinsville ; Jonas
Bergrahm, Stockholm,
Sweden; Stacey Bradley ,
Phtlpot ; Christopher Brooks,
Slaughters ; Danny Butler,
Benton ; Ronnie Colley,
Mayfield ; Gerry Cox ,
Phtlpot.
Eric Crigler, Louisville ;
Gerald Davis Jr . ,
Owensboro ; Gregg Davis,
East Prairie, Mo.: David
Dercher , Leawood , Ka .;
Damon Dowdy, Dexter, Mo.:
Troy Edens, Clay ; John
Hassell, Murray ; Pete Kappas Jr., Paducah: Gerald
Kirkpatrick, Lansing, Mi.
David Lewis, Owensboro ;
Darrel Lutz, Madisonvllle;
Stephen Malone , Murray ;
Michael Martin, Madisonville : Stephen Nagy, Poplar
Bluff, Mo.; Leonard Narcla,
Owensboro ; Shawn Parker,
Murray; Don Ray, Madisonville ; Patrick Shepherd, Cllnton : Charles Simmons ,
Rickman.
Vishwas Talwalker, Lexington ; Bradley Thompson,
Owensboro ; Mark Waldrop,
Murray; Scott Watkins ,

Al Jarreau's " Live in LonThe Grammy winner jazz
don" concert will air March 3 vocalist performed such hits
at 7 p.m . on KET.
as " We're In this Love
Together," "Let's Pretend,"
While eamin1 a depee in "Boogie Down" and "Take
peycholOI)' at Ripon colle,e in Five" performed in London's
WiKonain, Jarreau performed Wembley Arena. The concert
in local club• and jazz Is being aired as part of
KET's TeleFund '86.
f.tivala.

-MURRAY
Football player on a date.

Henderson; John Williams,
POll PON SQUAD
Herrin, Til.; DennJs zachary,
A meeting for those InHanson; Edward zausch.
terested in trying out tor the
THEATER
1986-87 porn pon squad will be
Cast members of the Wednesday at 9 :30p.m. in the
University theater depart- Ohio Room of the CUrris
ment's production of Center.
Chinamen have been announced. Two actors wlll be
CENTER POR
playing multiple characters. INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Playing three characters is
Joseph Belisle wlll speak on
Gene Biby of Zeigler, Ill. education ln Belize, a Central
Shelley Howell of.Murray w111 American country, March 6
play two roles.
at 7 p.m. ln the Mississippi
Andrea Manley, a senior Room of the CUrris Center.
from Metropolis, Ill. is directing the show. Chinamen Is a
comedy about a dinner party
that goes askew. The show
will be March 5 at 5 p.m . on
the third floor of Wllson Hall.
Admission Is free .

~ ST. GEORGE'SUNIVERSITY
~ SCHOOG~52~~~piCINE
St. George's Unovers11y School of Medicine, w1th more than 975 graduates IIC«<sed
., 33 stiles. offers a r1g0100s. n~ne-semester ptOgram lead109 to the degl8e ot
Doctor o1 Medtctne
In January 1985, The Joutnel of the American Medic-' AuociMion published a report wh1ch ranked Sl. George's number one
.
ot all ITIIIIO' foreogn mediCal
schools 1n the lflltial pass rate on the ECFMG Exam

10 rnecfiCal schools 1n the Ul\lled swes have accepted 011er 630 St Georges
studeniS wtth advanced sland•ng.
St George's has received Pfobaloonary awrowtto cooduct clonocal cler1tshops tn
New Jersey subject to regulatiOns of the Stale Board of Examiners
A Loan f'lo:llram for Entenng Students has been •nst~uted for a limited number
ol quaflfled applicaniS
For mlotmllf/()(1. p/N$e contact lfle OlriCe ol AdmiSSIOfJS:
St. Geol'ge's Unlwrllty School of Medicine
•;. Tha Foralon Medical Schoof Sarvlcel Corpor.tton
One Eut M8ln Straat. Bay Shore, N.Y. 11708, Dept. C·1
(516) MS-8500
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.., Self Serve
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Currls Center Stables
8p.m •

OPEN 24 HOURS
12th & Chestnut
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BodY.building no ego trip

Instructor wins contest ·

Wh~re

Class
Comes Easy!

IJ TIRIIA IRAQQ
Staff Wtlter

The sometimes egotistical
impression people may have
of body builders ls incorrect,
according to faculty member
Rebecca Donna, who has
gained recognition in the
world of body building.
"It's a goal you set instead
of an ego trip," said Donna, a
visiting instructor in the
criminal justice department.
She placed first in the
lightweight class at the Continental U.S.A. body bulldlng
cham pionship Ln Chicago
Feb. 22.
The competition consisted
Photo by BAAD GASS
of men and women from all
over the country. Donna said AFTER WINNING e Nglonel competition In Neetwllle, Tenn. In
this competition qualified her November, feculty member Aebecce Donne bepn training for •
for nationals in September of meet In Chlcego wher. lhe pllleed flrtt In her cleN.
either 1986 or 1987. "l'm not
Her dally routine consists starting the diet,'' she said.
totally positive that l will go ot riding a bike 30 to 40
Donna has been lifting for
this year, but right now 1 minutes, posing tor one hou r four years. She started lifting
think so," she said.
and lifting weights for two tor stress relief. She was a
Donna went to her first hours. When she is not power lifter at first but
competition, the Music City preparing for a meet, she changed to body building
regional body building cham- works out approximately two which concentrates on the
pionship, Nov. 2.
or three hours a day.
diet more than weight lifting.
A great deal of preparation
T he last week before the
She can bench press 205
ts needed for a competition. competition ls the hardest, pounds and squat 8915 pounds.
according to Donna. ''The Donna said. The first part of
Donna began teaching at
last eight weeks before a the week she eats nothing but Murray State in August.
competition it has to become protein and nothing but car- Before coming here she
my number one priority,·' she bohydrates the last few days. taught part time at Pontiac
said. She lifts hard, goes on a Also she does not eat sodlum ( M i c h i g a n ) Max i m u m
strict dlet and does aerobics. the last three days because Security Institute. She also
Then she works on her tan she has to get all the water supervised a college lnslde
and makes up a posing out of her body, "You have to the Jacksonville, F la.,
routine to music.
be very developed before minimum security factuty.

70% Off Winter Styles
Spring Flats & Sandals
Arriving Daily!

81: EI,MO'S FIRE
I

Wednead1y, March 5
Currla Center The1tre

3:30 7

a

8:30 p.m.

Admlaalon:
MatlnH-$1
Evenlng-$1.25 with MSU ID
$2 without MSU ID

STUDY IN TROPICAL

COSTA RICA
JULY-AUGUST 1986
AT
THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE
CARTAGO, COSTA RICA

e

Pay MSU tuition , room and board

e Round trip airfare approximately $500
Select from courses in:
Administration
Agriculture
Architecture
Construction
Computers
Electronics

Forestry
Manufacturing
Marketing
Metallurgy .
Supervision
Woods Technology

Earn MSU credit
Enjoy l atin hospitality
live with Costa Rican families
Relax on beautif ul Pacific
and Carribbean beaches
Trek through tropical rain forests
Visit magnificent volcanoes

For information, contact:
Stan Groppel
762-6910

Center for International Programs
762-3089
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Rebel fort under seige;
foundation seeks funds
money to buy the land,
Jackson has enlisted the help
of Mofield and Corinne
Whltehead of Benton. "This Is
not an uncommon practice,
and I've had the opportunity
to be associated with a couple
(of non-profit organizations)
in the past, •• Mofield said.

By JOHN WATSON
Staff Writer

Despite financial troubles,
Albert Wlnn Jackson of Paris,
Tenn., is trying to keep a promise to a former Murray
State president and save Fort
Helman, a confederate fort in
To give the foundation time
southeaste r n Calloway to take shape, Jackson was
County.
forced to flle Chapter 11
bankruptcy, which frees him
Former University presi- from creditors' lawsuits unW
dent Rainy T. Wells bought he can develop a plan to put
the fort, which Is located on his finances in order.
the west shore of Kentucky
Lake, in the 1920s to prevent
"By doing this I've given
its purchase by the Tennessee the foundation at least six
Valley Authority.
months to form and get some
type of plan working," he
"Some people say that said.
Wells bought the property
with help from Alben Barkley
Jackson went to Frankfort
so that the TV A could not sell on March 8 and fUed papers
the fort area to residential for the formation of the Fort
developers," said Dr. Ray Heiman Historical FoundaMofield, professor of jour- tion, Inc. "I've had a good
radio- television and response by people who said
past president of the Jackson that they would help the founPurchase Historical Society. dation once lt Is formed. With
their h elp , ho p efully
Jackson bought the fort everything wlll work out,"
from Wells in 1958 for $18,000 Jackson said.
with a promise to preserve it.
Jackson said the foundation
In recent years, he has purchased 170 acres surrounding w1ll soli<. i te funds f r om
the fort in order to protect private, public and government agencies.
them from development.

nalism

a ladies organization that
saved George Washingston's
home, Mount Vernon. They
restored the place and then
charged admission for guided
tours. The whole project
seems to have worked out
well for them," Mofield said.
"I hope the group will tum
Fort Heiman into some type
of tourist area. The 1ort was
the site of a major turning
point in the CivU War. and I
think the public should be
able to come here and learn
what happened," Jack-.on
said.
The battles of Fort Henry,
Fort Donelson and Fort
Heiman opene d the
Cumberland and Tennessee
rivers to the Union forces
under the command of Gen.
Ulysses S. Grant. With these
two rivers in the Union's control, Grant was able to drive
In to the heart of the
Confederacy.
Fort Henry disappeared
when the water level on the
Cumberland and Tennessee
rivers was raised after the
construction of the Kentucky
and Barkley Dams.

Mon. 6:30 p.m.
Wed. 3:30 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.

'fhurs. 7:30p.m.

Fri. 7 p.m.

Country Roelr '12

~~~Ridge Boys, The CharUe Daniels
out 4-'"'~60e Cash perform in knock~ree.
min.
1
4 30
Tues.
: p.m.
p.m.
.Fri. p.m.
Wed. 7:30
Thur.. 3:30 p .m. & 8:30p.m.

Mofield said that, once the
foundation acquires the property, it might be able to
operate the the fort in such a
.way that it can be donated to
the state or federal governments as a park . ''This hapHoping to set up a non- pens to be another common
profit foundation to raise practice and was put to use by

Tuet. 5 p.m.
Wed. 8 p.m.

Thur.. 4 p.m. & 8 p m
·

Fri. 6:30p.m.

Winchell broadcasts an appeal to a
murder witness to reveal himselt. 30

tion, the better chance the
idea has of working. With the
verbal support I've gotton
from the area, 1 think that if
the papers for the foundation
go through we can save Fort
Helman from ending up like
other a rea s of Kentucky
Lake," Jackson said.
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AN OPPORTUNITY IN SALES
A Chance to Succeed in the Future.

CONTACT: DAVID L. CARROLL

The Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the United States.
Executive Inn, Suite 328
P.O. Box 1176
Paducah, Ky 42001
502-443-8765
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

THE WALTER
'WINCHELL FILE

lxclulft Story

''The more interest that can

Equitable Financial Services

UNClNSOHlO

TeD Them For U1
u.s. women journey to Nicaragua to meet
people 8r bring desperately needed hospital suppUes. 30 min.

be raised through the founda-

Jackson started having
financial problems when he
was for ced to borrow money
against the property. Since
that time he has amassed a
debt of more than $200,000.
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HoofbNtl la back! Catch
all u.. el(cltlng action

MondaY' at 10 p.m.•
Thurtda)'a at 5:30 p.m ..
Friday• at 4:30 p.m-..
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Bright and Bold
Fashions for spring emphasize.col
-------By LISA JACKSON

Assistant Campus Life Editor

\

Those who llke .to wear
bright colors and big, bold
prints will be sporting this
spring's most fashionable
looks.
"Big florals and geometric
designs" and such colors as
taxi yellow. BrazU green, jazz
turquoise and pepper red
make up the biggest part of
the spring look for both men
and women, according to
Shorty Ford, sales clerk at
Corn Austin in Murray.
Polka dots of all sizes, a.
carryover from the 1960s, are
popular, said Jill Duncan,
bookkeeper for Cherry
Branch.
Bananas, grapes, oranges
and other fruits have also
squeezed their way Into the
fashion scene, becoming com·
mon sights on clothing and
accessories, according to
Kim McReynolds, Corn
Austin employee.
French-cut swlmwear
dominates women's beach
fashions. "They get a little bit
skimpier each year." Duncan
said. The bright colors, bold
designs and polka dots are
also on bikinis and one-piece
bathing suits.
"Most of the men's
swimwear this yea.r can dou·

ble as shorts,'' said Donna
Winstead, acting manager at
Maurice's. And many of the
styles are getting longer, she
said.
Shin-length swimwear by
Jams are catching some men
by surprise, Ford said. Those
who try them on and get used
to the way they look Uke .them
though, she said. "They're
not really what you want to lle
out ln." she said, but many
just wear them as shorts with
a t-shlrt.
The Bermuda-styled
swlmwear with bright
Hawaiian and flowered prints
which hits right above the
knee Is still popular this year.

For the dressier occasions,
the lacy, feminine looks and
the ~old, more dashing looks
are both in for women, Buck·
Ingham said. Tailored jackets
with a ''real fine fit" are
popular to wear with skirts,
McReynolds said.
Skirts of most any length

6~"
.
~'0
~~ ~

0
'l

This season
G~
is a year for Prints,
d V Florals, and Tropicals.
fl V Clean, Bright, Crisp,
~'
and Form-Fitting with
Multi-Colors.

. . \.Cb

0

Florida or Buat '86
Bring MSU Coupon And Get
2096 0" on any Spring/

Summer Merchandiae.
Good thru Sat., March 8th
Downtown on the Square

are acceptable
tlon of a shor
long jacket a
with a short ~
fashion trenc
McReynolds 81
For casua
tropical prlnl
and fruits t
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or , flora Is, geometric shapes
. The combinat skirt with a
~ a long skirt
acket ts also a
I for spring,

I

lid.

i sportswear,
a with florala
tnd primitive

that are
and Aztec-looking, are
fashionable, McReynolds
said. The safari-look with its
graphic and abstract designs
is back this year.
Jackets, sold as separates,
are popular for spring for
men and women, and they
can be dressed up or down,
depending on the occasion.
"Jackets (for women) are
big to wear with jeans", Duncan said. Unconstructed
jackets made of 100 percent
cotton, giving the "Miami
Vice-look," are being worn by
men, Winstead said.
"Pants are still oversized

and pleats are good," said
Buddy Buckingham, owner of
Buckingham Ray Ltd.
Although jeans wlll still have
shorter lengths, they will not
be cropped, Duncan said.
Linen suits, raw silk sport
coats and tropical wool dress
pants are fashionable fonnal
attire for men.
Fashion accessories play a
big role in complimenting the
apparel for the season. Swatches, which come in a wide
range of colors, add a splash
of color to many outfits.
Women's wlde belts are
following the floral trend,
made of fabrics with bold
prints. Brass Is also popular
for hlp belts, McReynolds
said.
"Hairpieces are big this
year, and the jewelry is
chunky again," Duncan said.
Necklaces and earrings with
safari animals and fruits as
charms may accompany
most any women's sportswear outfit.
Bone and ivory bracelets
and Aztec jewelry (brass)
will go with the primitive
looks, McReynolds said, and
scarves can be found to coordinate with most any outfit.
"The Kenya bags are still
great" tn the purse line, Duncan said, Black and white patent leather purses are also
becoming more popular.
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Sunshine State prepares ····· . -~. _. .
for invasion of students VIVItar
By DARLA BAXTER
Reporter

With spring break fast ap.
proachlng , the word ,
·'Florida," can be heard In
c onvers ations all over
campus.
According to a survey of
touris m officials in several
Florida cities, a multitude of
special events await MSU
students in the land of fun and
sun.
Glenn Hastings of the
Daytona Chamber of Com·
m erce said the peak tourism
season begins March 115.
" Naturally, w h en the
tourist flow Is heaviest. more
activities are scheduled, ·• he
said. " However, there are
sWl several things to dO ln
Daytona (right now) . In fact.
spring break officially begins
here Feb. 22. We already
have some Canadian students
here, and everyone's enjoy.
ing himself."
Hastings said many events
are spontan e ous and
unscheduled. "We might
know we 're having a concert,
but, to be frank, we really
don' t know who it'll be until
the last minute," Hastings
said.
Daytona-goers can enjoy a
motorcycle show March 4-10
and a boat show March 11-16,
both at the Ocean Center . On
March 12, a free concert is
scheduled.

During the entire six-week
period of Florida's spring
break season, the National
Collegiate Sports Fes tival
will take place in Daytona. In
addition, volleyball games
and other sports activities
will take place on and near
the beach, Hastings sald.
A variety of activities will
be waiting for those heading
tor Orlando.
A kite fes tival begins on
March 8: and, lf tourists
hurry, they can catch the end
of the Central Florida Falr
the same day. On March 9,
the Kissimmee Bluegrass
festival begins, the Orlando
Science Center presents a
dinosaur exhibit and the Central Florida Civic Center of.
fers a play.
The Pro-Am Gol! Tournament starts March 10. On
March 18, horn player Barry
Tuckwell performs and a
play. ''Dark at the Top of the
Stairs," wiU be presented.
The St. Claude Spring Fling
kicks oft on March 115. In addl·
Uon, the Lakefront Winter
Park Art Festival begins, and
a concert Is scheduled.
Rosetta Williams of Ft.
Lauderda l e ' s Tourism
Development Council said,
" We can't begin to list all
events happening in Ft.
Lauderdale, but there are
several highlights.··
Scheduled activities in·
elude a Hall of Fame profess ional Water Circus and a

Rock and Slide concert at Six fishing rodeo and seafood
Flags Over Atlanta March 8. festival March 17, and an art
On March 11. a sail boat festival Is scheduled for
regatta ls scheduled, and on March 22. "In addition, many
March 16, another Rock and things wlll be happening
Slide concert is featured at
... 8UNIHINE 8TATE
Six Flags.
The Pompano Chamber of
Pege9B
Commerce will present a
. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •

STUDENTS PLAN YOUR
SPRING BREAK
With Traveler's Checks

P5:35
Pletrty of fetlfures Ill
1111 Allorrloble Price
• Automatic locus system

for sharp pJClures
• Automatic exJX>SUIL'
• Automatrc set ting of ISO
fi l m ~peed wn h DX·codcd

fil m
• AutomatiC film loading.
motonzed l.lm advance
and p uSh·bu tton.
motoriZed rewind
• Flash recycles as fllst as
2.!icconds

$18.15

Come in and see us
for your
Traveler's Checks.

Tel•· Wide lens lit
• Easy to anach orn:lrcre.;s~
• Wuic ...,ele ai!.:tpt~ ~O!YIIetts thr

Main Office
5th&. Main
753·323 1

North Branch
North 12th&. Chestnut

South Branch
South 12th&. Story

753- 3231

753-3231

In banking. PlOPU still make the difference.
Member F D.I.C.

I'S :n lens Into a 2Rmm Wide
An&ie lens

• ti>l~photo ud.;pt~f l nv~ase5

•mace 61zc by 11l'110'<1 0 per(tnt
• All &ldiS cltll'chb

$39.95

Give Ue

Hoar ...
For The Times
Of \'our LIFE!
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COUPON

:

Rec:ei\o'e Two Priata For :
The Price Of Oae
1
Expires: March 7,1986

1
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I
I
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* Black ancl white proceaaing.
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Snag Shot
Photo

1 Hour Photo Developing
Olympic Plaza, Murr~~y.

•

759·9347
A IIO Poplar Bluff . M0 ~ l'•egould. A lit

OPEN MONDAY - SAT\JIIDAY t a.m. to I p.m.

Chestnut Street 753-5434
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South ·n ot only place
for Spring Break fun
By MARK COOPER
~•porter

How many MSU students
know every road sign from
here to Daytona Beach?
Each year thousands of
students from across the na. tlon migrate like sun- craved
maniacs to the Florida peninsula in search of a week of
beaches, tanned bodies and
· other recreational activities
known collectively as spring
break.
However, ln their mad dash
southward, students overlook
other vacation opportunities
which ofier a change of pace
and all tne fun and sun the
Sunshine State has without
ever having to cross the
Florida state line.
•'More students want trips
to Florida than anywhere
else," said Julie Aldridge, a
travel agent for Far Lands
Travel Agency. However, she
added, other packages to
places. such as Las Vegas,
Bermuda and Los Angeles,
were available.
For example, a four- day,
three- night spring break
vacation to Las Vegas costs
from $265 to $295, air fare included. A seven- night stay
plus air fare starts at $319.
A three - day stay on the
coast of California is

avaUable for the student for
$369 and up.
Most students, however,
would rather go home for spring break than to spend a lot
of money on their vacations,
Aldridge said.
"The students want the
cheapest trips available," she
said.
It that's true, the student
may want to consider what
spring break opportunltles
are available in this region.
The Smoky Mountains are
an ideal choice for those who
are willing to trade the
Florida sun for some hlklng,
camping and skiing. The
Gatlinburg area, for example, hosts a ski resort plus
miles of hlklng tralls and
white water streams for rafting. Double-bed hotel rooms
run from $32 to around $80 a
night.
Camping is also available
at the Land Between the
Lakes where large groups of
students can have a fun, yet
inexpensive vacation and stul
come back to school with a
Florida- like tan.
"We had a blast," said
senior Earl Brown, who has
spent one or two of his spring
break vacations with a large
group camping at LBL.
"Florida was too expensive
so we improvised, "he said.

p------------~-----------

SPRINC BREAK '86
1n

Ft. lauderdale •
~ on the beach

FT. LAUDfRDAlES PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE QJJB
7 am to Noon · " EARLY RISER"
For you early riMrt, have a drink and KEEP THE MUGI
(Available only wlttt certain drlnka)

10 am to 6 pm POOLSIDE PARTIES
LNE D.J. IMCIIINQ POOLIIDI CIONTUT • WATmt VOLUYUU.
TOURNAIIINT • ..... .aR CHUG MLAY8 • fiMI! T.....,. MLA'nl
nt~ •U.YPI.OP CONI D I . . . . CUMAXTHI ~YWITM .•• n.-

W i l UI, WTT·8Hifn' CON IUI FIAl\IMD IN PLAftOYIIMAZINI
CAlM M ZU • I'MI T·. .lln'S • AND OTMIR GIWAWAY8

7pm to 8 pm COllEGE HAPPY HOUR

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY PARTY • THURSOA¥, MARCH 13
FREE S PRING BREAK '88 T..SHIRT wmt IWO-Ie!Ofii'OII
MOYI c:ou.£GIE ~NTI

~IN 1

O'CLOCIC AND 1 O'Cl.OCII

wmt I'IIONII COLI.EGI 1.0.

COMP£T£ IN CONTE8TI ~R PRIZISI

EVENINGS
SUMMERS on the beach presents ...
" · LAUMRDAI.rl FINEIT IIIOCK ' N ...al.L BAND NiGHTLY PUJ1 OUR
INTIRNATIONAU.Y ACCLAIMED D.J. SPINNING THE I EIT ~NCE
MUSIC AND ALL ~Y, AU. NIGHT MUSIC VIDeO.

_
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~
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t
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to legally purcll-

SPRING BREAK '86
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Continued from , ......
beach front," Williams said.
The Fort Walton Beach
Chamber did not have a list of
scheduled beach or nearbeach activities. However, an
arts-and-crafts fair, North
West Florida ballet performance and a concert are
scheduled for the week. "This
is one of our llghter weeks for
tourism. Next week more
student-geared activities
begin," Carole Little, of the
chamber, said.
"Now is a beautiful time to
come to Panama City, •• Brenda Brazwell, chamber of
commerce official, said.
•'The temperature is really
nice, and the Miracle Strip
Amusement Park will be
opened for the weekends. A

dltion to regular sprlng break
activities, such as beach competitions and volleyball, is the
entertainment of baseball
spring training ln the city,
St. Petersburg has a special said Ann O'Neill, director of
appeal to sports buffs. In ad- the chamber of commerce.
fishing tournament wU1 be of·
fered ,March 13-15, and goofy
golf and volleyball surround
the city in fun," she satd.
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Rose Bud

Sailboat

14K Yellow Gold

Your Choice $25.00
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Texan bigots barbecued in 'Tuna'
Sometimes there comes a
play that defies description.
The University production of

Greater

That Cha.mplonshlp SellSon

was just such a p lay last year.
This year , it ' s the Inconspicuous Stage n production of Greater Tuna. .
The play written by Jaston
Wllllams, Joe Sears and Ed
Howard has only two actors,
~ho play ten characters and
change costumes 415 times.

Skip Hamra and Kent
Logsdon are phenomenal In
their portrayal of the bigoted

Tuna

A

tt so well it's hard to believe
the crotchety old woman you
saw five minutes ago was
played by the same man who
is now a whlte clad Baptist
preacher.

Student director Earl
Brown of Murray has an impressive performance as
Hamra and Logsdon. The
music, lights and sound are
well orchestrated with the
a n d mainly ignorant dialogue and action of the
residents of Tuna, Texas. In _play.
fact, they make changing
characters seem as easy as
But the best thing about
changing clothes. An~ they do Greater Tuna is that it's fun-

ny. It makes sucti things as
"book snatching squads" and
Ku Klux Klan meetings
hilariously ignorant. And as
for those attending the ''rock
and roll record burning" on
Friday night, "Leave Buddy
Holly and Elvis at home,
they're good Southern boys
and wlll be forgiven."

We've moved to
901 Poplar Street

Will reeearch anything
in print.
Computer
searches also available.

-Danr1le Prather

CALL: 753-5130
There will be a.n ehco:re performance Saturday at 7 p .m .
in Room 3108 of Wilson Hall.
Tickets are $2.

Parker Brown

'--------------J

'Riptide' washed up
After listening to Robert
Palmer's new album, Riptide , ·I understand what
Palmer is snickering about on
his album cover.
He thinks it's funny that
he's suckered you Into buying
hls below average album.
Palmer refused to tour with
his part-time band, Power
Station, last year to finish this
album, but from the sound of
1t, he needed more time.
It Is disheartening to know
that the best song on the
album is "Addicted To
Love," the single currently
receiving airplay. Why would

anybody buy an album when
they can hear the best song on
the radio? Why Indeed.
The title cut Is the first song
and sounds like Palmer got
hold of a bad chlll dog before
singing .

Robert P•tmer ·

D
-

S..PALMER
•
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LIGHT UP
YOUR
........-AIR
For highlights as natural-looking
as sunlight. give us-a call . We use
Red~en color enhances for extra

gentleness and superior color

ITH
SUMMERSHINE.
$30 for highlight through March 3 1
Remember our Suntan Special

MAKE THE
GRADE IN
SPRING FASHION

5 OFF
Camp Shirts ............. .... 9 •99
Camp Shorts ......... .. 12.99
Swimwear .... ..... . 20°/o OFF
Denim Jeans ....... 20°/o OFF

Woven Shirts $18and up .. . ... .$

MAURICES
Where F•lhlon Doesn't Cost A Fortune For Men & Women !

@REDKEN
Salon Prescripcion Center
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Smith-------

T.J. 's Bar-B-Q ·

Continued from Pege 18
helicopter pUot during the
Vietnam War and has worked
at farming, bartending, mining, carpeting and newspaper
writing. He Is a graduate of
the University of Arizona's
creative writing program.
Smith said he did not pattern his stories after himself
or particular people he knew,
but he said, "We always write
from experience to a certain
degree, and I do draw on certain characteristics of people
I know and use things In life to
create the character."
Decoys and Other Stories

concerns characters ranging
from a Vietnam veteran
returning home to hunt along
his favorite stretch of river to
a Basque rancher wanting to
preserve his family through
means he felt were best. In
this collection of stories
Smith likes " The Things We
Know" best because " I think

Conwnient driw throogh window'

you like the one you finish
last." But he added, "The one
on the title level 'Decoys,'
written ln 1980, was the most
accomplished.''
Dr. John Adams, chairman
of the English department,
read Decoys wlth "great enjoyment" and was very proud. He said he believes the
publication Is just "another
Indication of the scholarly
creative activity of the
English department.''
Smith has worked In the
English department for three
and a half years teaching
creative writing, Introduction
to English, advanced fiction
and freshman composition.
During this time he has
been judged best teacher by
students, which according to
Adams, "indicates that
publishing and teaching go
very well together."

~ il our specialty

But we a&o haw the .... a...., in town.

Spedal
La...- a....,.......

.-F.......1.99

808 Ckestaat Street 753..0045

$2,000 AND UP

A.M.I.
HAS RETURNED TO CONDUCT INTERVIEWS FOR THEIR
1988 SlM.4ER WORK & CAREER OEVB.OPMENT PROGRAM.

.. , MVIEWINQ ONI DAY ONLY · 71.80.4Y
YOU MAY N1fJt.Y IF YOU'RE SPENliNG Tl£ Ue.AER
It ONI OF ntiiiOU.OWINQ ICIN1UCKY COUfinWa
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Palmer------continued from p... 108
His voice livens up on
"Trick Bag," which seems to
be begging the listener to sing
along, and on "I Didn' t Mean
to Turn You On,'' where a
deep-throated Palmer tJ1es to
explain to a woman why he
won't sleep with her.
Palmer does his best imitation of Frank Sinatra on "Get
It Through Your Heart," but
U you want that, why not buy
a Sinatra album?
The best thing Palmer dld
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on this album was use Power
Station drummer Tony
Thompson .
It you feel comPelled to
have every album Palmer
has put out, RJptJde may look
nice in your collection. U not,
let this one slide.
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Allfll.Y IN PI!RION ON TUIIDAY
IN OtiO ROOII · lNVIIWTV CI!N1'IR • MIU

INTERVIEWS WILl LAST APPROX. 3) MIN~ BEGNIING AT:
10 a.m.. 11 a.m.. NOON, 1 p.m.. 2 p.m., 3 p.m.. 4 p.m.

-Dan Heckel
This album was turnlshed
by Terrapin Station at 60fJ
Ollve St. across from the old
South Central Bell Telephone
buildings.

OPEN NTEfMEWS - NO APPOM'MENT NECESSARY
CASUAL A'Tl'H ACCEPTASLE

\

, etc.
NO

APPOINTMENTS

Dixieland Center
753-6745

PLEASE

Hours Monday-Saturday 9-6
Sunday 1-5

Haircuts
$6, 8 & 10

Perms
$20 25 & 30

Wednesday is MSU Day!

20°/o off haircuts, perms,
waxing, etc. with MSU ID

10°/o off Apple

LAMAUR

Products

Pectin
with MSU 10
Register for Video Cassette WHS
Wireless Remote Control to be given
away March 15th.

'
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50 Styles of Athletic Shoes .... .... .. .. 40%
, All Warm Ups . ..... ... . ... . .. ... . .. .... . .... 50%
All Running Suits ..... .. ... ... ............ . 50%
All Women's Swimwear ...... . .. .. .. .... 50%
All Running Shorts (Separates) . .. • .... • . . .• . 50%
All Casual Pants
for Meri and Women ........... .. .. .. .... 50%
All Nylon Running Pants . .. . ... .. .. . .. .. 50%
All Racquetball Rackets ~ .... ............ .. 40 %
Selected Gr9up of

·aasebaii-Softball Gloves ...... ... .. . .. .. 50%
Selected Group of

Ladies
Teni\is Shorts .... ... ..... .... ... . ... 50%
.

Selected Group of

..

Ladies Tennis Shirts .... .... ... ... . ..... . .. 50%

Selected Group of

Tennis Rackets .... . .... .. ...... ....... . .. ... 40%
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The silent separation

A Special Report
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Barriers still exist for blacks
ly DAN H!CKIL
Newa Editor

No one can find "Whites
Only" signs on campus or
segregated restrooms and
water fountains, but the problem of segregation between
blacks and whites 1s stlll apparent to those who look.
Today, however, segrega.
tion 1B not chosen instead of
enforced.
All campus groups know
the problems of segregation.
They say they know that the
\ mental and physical barriers
to racial interaction hurt both
blacks and whites, but are not
sure how best to remedy the
situation.
' Students, especially those
affillated with the Greek
system. say they·are not sure
how to overcome racial barriers. For faculty, the lack of
minority professors leads to
the University without black
role models and mentors.
Administrators say that
progress is being made, but
the strides are small and the
goal of desegregation and in·
creased racial interaction is
still distant.
Of the 7,295 students enroll·
ed ln the fall of 19815, little
more than ~ were black 5.15 percent. The University
employs 80 black staff
members and 11 minority
faculty and administrators.
Most people agree that
blacks spend more time with
other blacks, and the large
majority of whites stay with
their white friends. Though
some students have looked
beyond racial lines, many
have chosen to see only what
they want to see. ·
"The attitudes go back to
rearing." said Dr. Dennis
Poplin, chairman of sociology
and anthropology department. "All of us are prejudiced tn some way. It's an old
cliche, but birds of a feather
do flock together.''
Differing backgounds is a
primary reason for the tension that still exists, said Dr.
Marvin Mills, a professor in
the department of safety
engineering and health and
the black professor who has ,
been at Murray State the
longest, nine years.
"I don't blame people for
their actions because that is
what they were told. But if
they are here and they start
to think reflectively, they wUl
realize we are all God's
chUdren," Mllls said.
"The problem is, people
don't want to think creatively
or reflectively," MU1s said,
"because they are comfortable where they are."
Whites who do not take the
opportunity to know a minority students only deprive
themselves, according to
Michael Slocombe, a student
from Barbados and president

Groups see slow progress
of the all-black Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity.
•'They are not using the op·
portunlty to get to know someone with a different
background who they could
learn something from. ••
Slocombe said. Blacks are
hurt also, he said, because
they don't get involved in
white-dominated activities
and groups.
Getting blacks and whites
to work together is a problem
still searching for a solution.
"One purpose of a Universl·
ty is to make exchanges between people of different
backgrounds,· • Mills said.
''There should be a definite
effort for people of all races to
get together on a common
ground, not a racial ground.
We don't do It enough now."
However, just being in a
university environment is not
enough to bring about
change, Poplin said. "Education is a liberating force, but
the extent of liberation is at
best debatable," he said.
Although a number of programs exist for all students,
the University can't do much,
Poplin said. "It's hard to
change 18 years of attitudes
in four years."
Bernadette Jones. coordinator of minority student
affairs. partially agrees.
"There are some people that

you are never going to should just go because they
change, but our goal is to are interested in whatever
educate people and make program lt 18. not if they are
them realize that we are a white or black."
"It's a perspns choice who
very big part of this country.
Blacks just want to be con- they want to be with. If
sidered Americans.' •
something 1s forced, lt just
Peer pressure keeps many causes more tension." she
white and black students sald.
"The only way to guarantee
apart, Slocombe said.
"Sometimes I think blacks interaction,'' Poplin said, "is
say 'I'm black, I can't do that to to tell them there's no test
here'. Some blacks are mill· and an easy A.
tant about the situation and
"If there was some sort of
more into themselves, whlle meeting set up between both
many whites try to hide their races, the ones that. might go
feelings of prejudice and end are not the ones that need to,"
he said.
up acting differently."
Some disagree about
Finding programs that suit
whether there needs to be a a mixed crowd are often dif.
system to encourge interac- ficult to carry out. "Because
tion between the races. Mills there are so many whites,
advocates such a program.
most University activities are
"Just being here is not geared toward white people,"
enough. Maybe a monthly in· said Slocombe, the student
teractlon between minorities government's minority
and the IFC (Interfraternity awareness chairman.
Council) would help, but we
"I realize only 6 percent of
really need something that
everyone can participate in the campus ls made up of
and be comfortable with. All foreign and black students,
social, political and :religious but there should be more
groups should come money spent to provide entertainment and programs for
together."
Stephenie McLean, a senior us," Slocombe sald. This
from Eddyville and president year, the minority program
of the all-black sorority Delta budget was $3,000.
Sigma Theta, does not believe
As far as social organizathat required participation l.n
tions go, Allen McClard, IFC
interaction programs would president, believes strides
be so beneficial. "They have been made tn the past

year to better integrate the
races.
"Last semester, all the
black fraternities became
part of the Interfraternity
CouncU, so now all fraternities are under the same
system of rush," McClard
said.
Many blacks may not have
been exposed to an all-white
fraternity's rush because
they did not know when lt was
and vice versa, McClard said.
"We had very little interaction with them before, but
now we hang around and talk
to them after IFC meetings.
They are treated like anyone
else."
Now that blacks have been
added to the council,
however, McClard fears that
further strides may be pushed aside. "I think after we let
the blacks in, we patted
ourselves on the back and
dropped it. What we're willing to do and what we are doing are two separate things. ••
Some of the fraternities and
sororities contacted had differing views on whether
blacks would be welcome in
their respective groups.
"We have had black
members in the past," said
Mark Logan, rush chairman
for the Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity. "The last black
member we had was four
years ago."
Logan said that because of
trouble with pollee, an open.
door pollcy tor non-members
is now difficult, but he said
they do not have many parties without minority
attendance.
Steve Priest, president of
PI Kappa Alpha fraternity,
said that though his fraternity
has never admitted any
blacks. they take a look at
everyone equally. "We have
five criteria we judge on.
There Is no 'this person Is
black so it's an automatic no'
situation. ·•
Sp(!aking for his fraternity,
Alpha Tau Omega, McClard
said he did not know if they
would admit a black because
the situation had never come
up. "I would llke to say we
would be open to anyone, but I
really don't know."
Jenny Angel, president of
the Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority, sald she wished
there were more blacks going
through rush than just the two
girls who went through in
August. "There's a lot of
segregation on campus in my
opinion. I think we can learn
from others if we give them a
chance.''
The Tri-Sigmas have never
had a black member, and
Angel said she did not know If
they would accept one. "We
have some girls who may
... BARRIERS
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Students see quiet segregation
Although Vaughn believes
that, overall, the professors
Auoclate Editor
here are fair and try to help,
he admits to having had a
professor
tell him ''in a round
While racial p r ejudice
doesn't appear to be a pro- about way" that blacks didn't
blem at Murray State, some belong at Murray State.
students say social segrega.
"There have been some
tlon stUl exists.
times when I 've thought that I
Rhonda Sullivan, a senior might have received a lower
pre-med student from Hayti, grade because I'm black, but
Mo., says that she has never I can't say for sure. I just
been discriminated against in think that professors should
any of the classes in her be very strict about the
department or in classes out. guidelines they use for
slde her major. "All my pro- grading," Vaughn Bald.
fessors have treated me
Tonya Gill, a sophomore
• equally," she said.
Angela Reynolds, a junior
computer science student
from Mortons Gap, has had
very similar experiences. "In
most my classes I 'm usually
the only minority student, but
I've never had problems with
any professors," she said. "I
think skin color is something
people have to get over. It a
s tudent meets the re quirements of a class, then it
shouldn't matter.' '
Reginald Vaughn, a senior
industrial education student
from LouisvUle, has some d1J.
terent views. " When I first
started school here I went
through culture shock
because there were so few
black professors. I was used
to seeing black teachers and
businessmen. It was almost
like living in an environment
that wasn't real. "
ly MICHILIIIMMONI

Coaches say sports
help to bridge gap
ly DAN HECKEL
News Editor

Although the majority ot
the campus Js populated by
whites, the athletic program has not had dlfflculty
in recrulttng black athletes,
a ccording to two coaches.
"We have never had any
trouble In getting the black
student.athlete to come
here," said Steve Newton,
head basketball coach.
" The. only concern shown
by some of the black
students is about the social
lite ."
Keith Jones, an assistant
football coach, agrees that
the tear of a Jack of social
Ufe worries his recruits the
most, ' 'but I think you make
that yoursell,'' he said.
The coaches differ on
their approach to recruiting
a black athlete. "We look
tor those who want this kind
ot illestyle, and by researching ba c kgrounds of
athletes in our 200-mile
radius we ge(a good idea of
who we will actively
recruit," Newton said.
"We don't look at any par-

Ucular region," Jones said,
"we take a look at the kid,
and 1f we like him, we offer
him the chance to play
here."
" Athletics bas helped
bridge the gap, " Newton
said. " We have our share of
narrow-mindedness, but I
really believe it is a
minimum.' '
" Until they get to know an
athlete as just a regular
person , the recognition
doesn't help," Jones said.
"There's stlll too much of
that 'he's black, he's supposed to be good at that'."
Brooke Redding, a
sophomore football player
from Brooklyn, N.Y., said
he teared a racial problem
here before he came. "I
thought I wouldn't get
along," he said.
''I wasn't worried
because I can get along With
blacks and whites,'' said
Rodney Payne, a
sophomore football player
from St. Louis. "There
could be more things for
blacks to do here, but it you
get out and meet people you
can have a nice time."

from Madisonville, believes
that there ts more segregatio n socially than
academically. "It shows up a
lot in sororities and fraternities,'' she said.
"1 don't agree with a lot of
what greeks stands for,''
Vaughn said. "They set up a
lot of segregation."
Vaughn said that instead ot
jolnlng a fraternity he joined
t he Twenty Gr and Cl ub
"which was designed to give
males an option . to greek
lite." The Twenty Grand Club
has been on campus for ten

years and has 12 members:
both black and white. "We
strive to be unbiased," he
said.
Reynolds agrees that there
is segregation within the
greek system . "When I first
came to Murray I wanted to
pledge this sorority, but I was
discouraged from doing it
because it was a white sorority," she said.
Sulllvan, vice president of
Alpha Kappa Alpha, said that
her sorority sisters see
nothing wrong with allowing
white girls to enter the sororl-

'I think that
(interaction)
Is good'
-Rhonda Sullivan

'I'd like
to see more
black professors'
-Angela Reynolds

ty. "We've just never had
anybody try,'' she said.
"Maybe it's because there
are so many white sororities
to choose from."
' 'I know of one sorority that
pledged a black girl and I
think that's good," SulUvan
said. "There just doesn't
seem to be an atmosphere
that makes a black girl feel
tree to pledge a white sorority
and vice versa."
Sullivan said that she would
like to see more joint projects
with the black and white
greeks. " This past year we
(AKA) participated in the
Lambda Chi watennelon bust
and I thought that was
great."
" I'd like to see more black
professors teaching here,"
Reynolds said. "I think it
would encourage more black
students to attend MSU lf
they saw that the University
wasn't discriminating."
" Many people outside the
campus think the University
wlll be prejudiced because of
the area It's located in," Gill
said. " Western Kentucky is
buried in old traditions."
Vaughn believes that
minority relations on campus
are Improving. "When I first
started school here there
wasn't that many black
students, but lt has really increased over the past few
years."

Interracial relationships
exist despite prejudice
ships and asked not to be
identified.
Atalatant Campus Life Editor
She said she considered
herseU to be prejudiced
before she came to college,
Ebony and ivory
Live together 1n perfect but after she started dating
a black man she no longer
harmony
Side by side on my plano saw him " as a color."
keyboard
" I saw him as being a per·
Oh Lord, why don 't we?
son," she said. "There was
-Paul McCartney and no color to it.
ly LilA JACKSON

Stevie Wonder
" Ebony & Ivory"

Interracial relationships
may be a subject of controversy to some people, but
several students accep t
blacks and whites as roommates and in dating
situations.
Chuck Hulick, psychology
professor, said he believes
the Murray area tends to be
more acceptable of inter r acia l rela tionships than
other nearby small towns.
''Part of that Is a reflection
of the diversity of people
coming into the University," he said.
"I just can't see holding
something against
somebody tor their color, "
satd a white sophomore
woman who has been involv·
ed In interracial relation-

'I saw him
as a person,
there was no
color to it'
"I felt out of place at the
beginning. When I saw
somebody I knew I'd kind of
shy away from him (her
black date) ," she said.
Sometimes when she ls
walking on campus with a
black man, people driving
by 1n cars will make rude
comments, she said. ''It's
just the environment they
(prejudiced people ) llve ln. I
was like that when I got out
of high school. I can't

believe 1t happened to me, •'
she said.
Mike McGregor, a black
senior from Memphis,
Tenn., said people " kind of
look at you funny" when
they see blacks and whites
together. " It's the small
town anywhere. Most of
these people haven' t even
seen black people, except on
television.
" They (prejudiced peo·
ple ) were brought up in old·
fashioned ways. I think they
have to deal with the men
and women of the '80s - not
what their parents think,''
McGregor said.
"The looks and the stares
and the peer pressure are
about the most difficult
parts to deal with,'· said
McGregor, a defensive
lineman on the football
team. "But It's time for a
change. I guess I'm helping
that change come about.''
National data shows that
college students tend to
become more receptive to
dilferent types of people
... RI!LATIONIHIPI
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becauae they Uve cloaer to
them, Hullck said.
Some black and white
roommates feel a Uttle uncomfortable living together.
Hullck said.
Hullck attributes moat of
th1a uncertainty to an "anx·
lety of the unknown.' ' He
said some people have not
been around tho8e of other
racu enough to know them.
Some parents are more
hesitant than students when
they find their son or
daughter autgned to a room
with aomeone of a dltferent
race, Hullck said.
In some instances
••parents juat ina1ated there
bad to be aome Jdnd of move
made," Hullck aaid. But

after the ~
to
know each otber, 101111 took

....... Mid Paula Hullek,

their namu oft the roomchanCe liat and decided to
stay with their a..alped
roommate.
"This is lndtcaUve to
cultural ldnda of cbanaea
that have happened In the
past JO yean," Hullck said.
Students can often put their
prejudices aside and adapt
to Uvtng with people of cut.
ferent racN euler tban
their parents. he aaid.
A white freshman woman,
wbo al86 uked to remain
anonymoua, l&ld abe and
her black roommate " JOt
alone just ttne" In the
semester they lived
together.
students cannot be aaatped to rooms baaed on their

In a study done a few .
years ago concerning
student. of dlftennt racu
Judllng from the l'IIUltl,
Uvtng tocether, more blacka
our efforts were well worth
and whltu were aatped
tbe time.
together than were two
Th1a project waa timed to
blacks, Mrs. Hullck Bald.
coincide with the obsersmce moat of them stayed
vance of Black History
topther, ••one can conclude
Month. News· •tatters Dan
that the reJ.at1onab1pl were
Heckel.
I..laa Jackaon and
fairly ~Uve, " abe ll&ld.
lllchele Sbnmons becan
Sometimes people bring
their efforts shortly after
unrealistic expectations
claaea re8UIDed In mid.
with them about Uvtna with
January.
a penon of another race,
Heckel'a main story baa
Mra. Hullck said. But after a
the di8UncUon of beUtc the
couple of weeks, moat
longest story printed In TIJe
decide their roommate baa • NeWB' recent history. Hill
poalUve and negaUve points
story comblnu the views of
just Uke any other peraon,
faculty. admlniatrators and
abe said.
atudents on the problem of
m1xiDg blacka and whltea

hOuatnr dl.rector.

n took about a aaaath to
put topther thta special
report on duegreptlon and
campua race rei&Uona, but

Jlel'e.
A I8Jdor form LoulavUle,
Heckel'• cltdlc&Uon to this
project .. reflected tn ita

tborourtmeu and detaiL

He had he'lp from
Jackson, . & Paducah
aophomore, and Stmmcma, a
junior from Ho~vllle.,
Abo chipping In waa IIUul
McCoy, a a en lor from
Cloverport wbole or1P1a1
artwork craced our last
special report.
'l1le work of theM IDUI'haa
been ou~ - and the
proof tsln the pudding.
-Lonnie Harp
Edltor ln ChJet

Barriers-------.--------------- -
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Continued trom
have been ralaed 1n an environment where blacks
weren't a ccepted."
The two black girls who
went throught formal ruah 1n
August were treated no different than anyone else, ahe
said.
The Alpha Sigma Alpha
eororlty dld pleclp a black
girl last semeater. Rochea
Perry of Murray. "We didn't
think of her aa any dltferent
than any other pledge, " saki
Ruth Sanders, Alpha Stg
president.
I didn't have any problems," Perry. a sophomore
from Murray said. "niere
waa a difference 1n 10me of
the sororities I vlaited,
because I knew that they
were not going to give me a
fair chance. The Alpha Slga
just looked aa me aa a
person."
Having a black girl in a
white aororlty waa ready to
happen, Perry said. "I don't
think of people aa a color, I
think of them aa people. All I
can do 18 ahow my own ~
aonallty.'. abe. aaid.
The rush chairman for the
Alpha Omicron PI 10rorlty,
Patty Rlnprlng, echoed the
aentimenta that black glrll
are treated the aame aa any
other rushee. "I thoulht It

was kind of neat to be able to
deal with that kind of sltuaUon, '' lhe aald.

other chapten acroa the
country who do not know
them.

"As a whole , I think
everybo4y In our 10rolty wu
enthultuUc about having
them around and respected
them for having the auta u. do
it. '!'heN wu never any COil·
troveny over lt."
Tbe problem of bavtac
whttea tn .,vh&t are trad1Uonally black fratemtttea
createa a different problem.
"We had two white guys
who wanted to pledp Alpha
Phi Alpha 1ut aemeater, but
they said they couldn't Uve It

The atutudea that bring
about the tenatoa between
blacb and whites need major
reviaiona, Slocombe said.

down, " Slocolnbe ald. ..Our

tratemlty WOUld Uke to have
10me whltea. I think the tq
'black fratendty' burbl the
white attendance mo.t," he
aaicl.

MctAan aa1d If white g1rla
want to become part of a
black orcanlaaUon, they
UIU&lly cbooee otber avenue~
aalde from aororltla. ''Tbere
aeems to be more wb1te prt.
becomtq UWe atat.ra to
blaclc fraternittea tban wblte

girls want ing to joln a
predomJDantly blacJl 1101'011ty," lhe laid.
McLean aid that while it
may be acceptable here for a
atuclent of a different race to
jobl a tra~ or aororlt)r,
they may1i0\ Waccepted by

..'nle studentlln thla lchool

suck," Slocombe aald. "They
want thlnp tbelr way. but
tbey don't want to talk. DurinB achool t.bere ta lnteracUon, but then everyone goea
home on tbe weekend - back
to the parents who ra1aed
them."
Slocombe waa faced with
racilm when he ari'lved here
tour yean ago. " I went to a
movie with Ud8 atrland when
we came out, a auy drove by
and called me a niger. It

made me mad at first ,
because I hadn't done
anytldng to him, but later I
rea.UZed that a ntager was someone who 1a lporant,' • he
laid.

..Everyone mqst reall&e,"
MUla aald, ' 'that In our IOC1e·
ty, we go up toptber and we
go down topther. What 1a lm·
portant .. the qualtlty of
thlnldnc, not tbe color of the

aldn."
Tile relaUvel)' S.Oiated loca·
t1an of llurray state and the
amai1 number of blacka 1n
tb1a repm are two dominant

factors that keep black
atudenta and faculty
memben away, aald Cathy
Cole, auiatant to the president and University afflr.
maUve action oftlcer.
••A lot of atudents from tldB

area may never pt

e~

to a black profeutonal,' •
Poplin said.
Another area where
atudentl and the University
suffer Ia the amall number of
black profeaaora on campua.
"There have never been
more than atx blaclc m.tructors on th1a campus at once
alnce I have been here," M1Ua
aald. Altbough he bellevea
stride. bave been made to
recruit more blaclca, "We
abould have the same effort to
attract black proteuora u
we do black athletea."
Recruiting and retaining
blacka baa been a top priority
aince Prelident Kala M.
Stroup selected Cole In
Auguat of 1W. Cole aald.
"The Office of Ctvil Rtpta
came In 1180-81 and dld not
llke Kentucky not fo1lowll'lr
the atate-level deaepep.Uon
plan," Cole aald. "We bel&ft
revialng the afftnnaUve acUon plan of the late 19701 tn
111M and were ftnlabed In the
sprtnc of 1881. By then, we
had already b egun the

program."
Gettblg quaUty black profeaalonala to applJ fer-: . ..
tton. at Murray state baa

been the main problem, Cole
aaid. " 'lbere ...... • .....
t1on8 open betw881l ~

and December olJUt,_lor
faculty or admiDlatratlve
apets. We bad llil appncanta,
80 of which were bli.ck," abe
aald.

"We bave to 10 after tllem
to make them aware ot tbe
profeaaional development
they can enjo)' hete, aucb u
expanding research and campus leadenhip po.lttou, ..
Cole Bald.
"The problem 11.'' JIWa
Bald, "that quality blaell profeuon can pt better jobe
than thla. Some don't Jfke the
locaUon.''
Cole aald that altbD!qta
black proteuora are llltlded
for a more varle4 elemeilt._ It
ta d1lcrlmlnatory toaytbat a
black prof8810r can tirlna
aomething that a whlte
C&DDOt.
The Unlvel'llty'a cOIDinltment to recnllt blackl i8 Gill
of tbe toplln the atate. Cole
aatd. A director of faculty
recndtment and retalament
ill expected to be b1red In tbe

n-.r tufure, to brinlln more

blaCk profeuora.
' 'It all btnpa upolllnwlvement," Cole said. "We atll1
have a waya to go."

